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ABSTRACT 

Land managers must gain an understanding of the use patterns 

and land area preferences of off-road vehicle recreationists in order 

to provide a quality off-road vehicle experience for the growing popu

lation of diversified vehicle users. The research effort describes 

these use patterns and provides a means to evaluate a land area in 

terms of attraction for off-road vehicle recreationists. 

The first research objective was to describe the use patterns 

of the Tucson four-wheel, off-road vehicle recreationist population. 

The Arizona landscape affords a great opportunity to pursue a variety 

of recreational activities with the off-road vehicle. A sample popu

lation of Tucson vehicle owners recorded diversified off-road recrea

tional use patterns. Data results indicated that factors influencing 

use patterns included the type of vehicle owned, the recreational ac

tivity being pursued, and the amount of off-road experience. 

The second research objective was to develop a method to quan

tify land area attraction potential for various off-road vehicle rec

reation uses. Each vehicle recreationist has some combination of 

outdoor interests, vehicle interests, and off-road experiences which 

influences his interest in the landscape and his perception of the 

landscape. His interest in and perception of the landscape influence 

the attraction an area of land holds for him. Vehicle recreationist 

interest in and perception of landscape site characteristics, were 

ix 
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measured for the sample population of vehicle users. These compiled 

measurements were made operational for practical use in the form of a 

procedure for assigning a vehicle attraction index to a specific area 

of land. Results of the developed index procedure applied to known 

popular off-road vehicle recreation areas in southern Arizona suggest 

that the index system is a useful method of judging the comparative at

traction potential of specific land management areas for various types 

of off-road vehicle use. 

The major conclusion of the research is that a management pro

gram designed to provide a quality experience for all off-road vehicle 

activity should not deal with all types of off-road vehicle users in 

the same manner. 



CHAPTER I 

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION 

A significant portion of the American public, in an effort to 

occupy leisure time with fulfilling activities, has rediscovered the 

attractions of areas away from permanent human habitation. They are 

using the products of modern technology to reach into the landscape for 

a more remote recreational experience with a greater degree of comfort 

and convenience. The internal combustion engine provides a power 

source for adventure. The off-road vehicle has come of age. 

A wi' HP ranoo nf C1 9 S IS n 0V.T bsing THclTVjfcC tlUITCd for off TGCld 

use. Throughout this paper, off-road use refers to use of the vehicle 

off of roads suitable for sedan travel. Trail bikes, all terrain ve

hicles, snowmobiles, sand or dune buggys, and four-wheel drive vehicles 

are all designed for specific off-road uses which may make each one a 

separate entity with which the land manager must contend. In addition, 

the diverse population of off-road enthusiasts has a complex combina

tion of recreation motivations, outdoor interests, and land use pat

terns. 

Discussion in this paper is limited to four-wheel, off-road 

recreational vehicles of two types: manufactured four-wheel drive and 

reconstructed two-wheel drive street vehicles. Factory produced four-

wheel drive vehicles are the oldest, most well-established form of off-

road recreational vehicle. These vehicles offer their owners 

.1 
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reliability of performance in both regular highway driving and off-road 

travel. The quantity of cargo and passenger space varies with design. 

The combination family car and off-road vehicle has much more room than 

the vehicle designed only to negotiate rugged terrain. Manufacturers 

of most vehicles offer supplementary equipment to facilitate maneuver

ability and safety in difficult off-road conditions. The vehicles are 

also well equipped for extended off-road trips. The price of a four-

wheel drive vehicle compares favorably to that of a sedan automobile 

and generally depreciates at a slower rate. 

An alternative to the manufactured vehicle is the reconstructed 

street vehicle. Street vehicles are reconstructed with varying degrees 

of success to facilitate off-road use. Reconstructed vehicles are gen

erally much less expensive than manufactured four-wheel drive vehicles. 

Most handle quite differently than four-wheel drive vehicles and are 

not intended to duplicate the role of the manufactured vehicle. Some 

individuals do, however, build two-wheel drive, off-road vehicles as 

economical substitutes for the manufactured four-wheel drive vehicle. 

Names given these vehicles, such as sand buggy, dune buggy, or bush 

buggy, are nearly as numerous as their designs. Vehicles are often de

signed and built for a specific purpose or for use in a particular ter

rain. For example, vehicles designed to travel over' sand dunes are 

lightweight with a low center of gravity and an appropriate set of wide 

tires. Street buggies are often a combination second family car and 

off-road vehicle. Vehicles designed for hunting provide ample cargo 

and passenger space, but most reconstructed vehicles have less cargo 



and passenger space than their manufactured four-wheel drive counter

parts. 

For many owners who build their own vehicles, an important 

function of their product may be the comparison of the off-road per

formance of their vehicles with that of others. The performance of 

their vehicles is a reflection of the design and mechanical ability of 

the builder. Off-road vehicle competition meets have become very popu

lar across the country and are a reflection of this competitive spirit. 

Vehicles are sometimes built for specific competition events, such as 

drag racing, hill climbing, or the obstacle course. A majority of ve

hicle performance comparison, however, is on an informal basis among 

friends. 

Off-road vehicle owners are just as diverse as their vehicle 

designs. Personal interests and uses of the vehicle may influence land 

travel patterns and attitudes toward the landscape traveled. The ve

hicle, for instance, may be an end in itself to the performance ori

ented vehicle owner. For this individual, the major recreational value 

of his vehicle is in the mechanical development of the machine. The 

landscape, for him, is a place to evaluate vehicle performance. This 

type of owner may consider topography to be the most important element 

of the landscape. 

Another off-road vehicle recreationist might consider his ve

hicle a means to an end. His vehicle will complement a specific out

door interest by increasing mobility in the pursuit of the hobby. This 

vehicle owner primarily perceives the landscape as a place to pursue 
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his interests. A hunter drives his vehicle in the back country in 

search of game, an amateur prospector in search of minerals, or a rock 

hound in looking for gems. 

A third type of vehicle recreationist may be motivated in his 

off-road activity by an inherent interest in the landscape. He wants 

to get out, away from it all, view the scenery, and experience the re

moteness of the area in which he drives. An off-road excursion for 

this individual involves driving to see the countryside and might in

clude a picnic or overnight camping. Natural or man-made scenic points 

of interest are usually visited along the way. These three distinct 

types of vehicle owners are categorized for later discussion as vehicle 

oriented, activity oriented, and land oriented. 

Interest in the out-of-doors is evident to some degree in 

nearly all off-road vehicle recreationists. The real difference among 

these three groups of diversely motivated off-road vehicle enthusiasts 

is the varying degree in which this inherent outdoor interest influences 

their land use patterns. These attitudes become important to the land 

manager developing a management plan to provide a quality vehicle ex

perience for the various types of vehicle users. It appears doubtful 

that one management procedure would be adequate for all types of ve

hicle users. 

Off-Road Vehicle Activity in Arizona 

Opportunity 

In a word, the Arizona landscape offers the off-road vehicle 

recreationist diversity. The combination of mountain, desert, and 



grassland environments affords a great diversity in scenery, topogra

phy, climate, vegetation, and wildlife. The ponderose pine found in 

large sections at high elevation in the northern part of the state is 

in an entirely different ecosystem than the Sonoran desert area to the 

south. The diverse terrain in the desert portions of the state is in

terrupted by relatively level and unobstructed dry washes and river 

beds which provide natural avenues of travel. In isolated areas, roll

ing sand dunes occur, allowing unobstructed, high speed, cross country 

travel. Several vehicles in close proximity in this type of terrain, 

however, can be dangerous. Steep slopes obstruct the view of oncoming 

fast moving vehicles. To help alleviate this problem, most vehicles 

are equipped with a flag tied on the end of a tall antenna. Slower 

cross country travel is possible in the grassland plains area of the 

state. 

Four-wheel drive vehicle trails crisscross the mountainsides 

and valleys of the Arizona backcountry. These trails afford the ad

venturesome off-road vehicle enthusiast access to vast areas of remote 

countryside. Ranch roads leading to salt blocks and stock tanks are 

popular recreation vehicle trails, as are roads developed by mining 

interests. Abandoned vehicle trails many times are fascinating his

toric vehicle trails to follow. They may lead to ghost towns, aban

doned mines, or sites of stagecoach way stations. Arizona off-road 

vehicle enthusiasts can enjoy mild weather during vehicle outings all 

year round by choosing trips to the high country in the summer months 

and trips in the desert areas during the winter season. 
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The Arizona countryside offers ample opportunity to pursue di

verse outdoor activities. Arizonans seem conscious of their natural 

surroundings and have a wide range of outdoor interests. These inter

ests are apparent in the large number of outdoor sports, environmental, 

nature, conservation, natural science, and hiking clubs which have been 

established throughout the state. These diverse interests are also re

flected by the numerous outdoor activities pursued by off-road vehicle 

recreationists. Mountain and desert ar?as harbor a variety of fish and 

game for the hunter and mineral deposits for the prospector and rock 

hound. Ghost towns, abandoned mines, and Indian ruins hide secrets for 

the treasure hunter, explorer, historian, and bottle hunter. 

Activity 

Off-road vehicle recreational activity is well established in 

Arizona. Several off-road vehicle clubs are located in communities 

around the state (Peine 1969). Often these clubs are oriented toward 

a specific off-road activity and their members usually own similar type 

vehicles. A typical four-wheel drive vehicle club has a social nucleus 

of family oriented members who most enjoy one or two day excursions 

consisting of off-road driving and a picnic or overnight camp. Social 

interaction among club members is an enjoyable element of these trips. 

Participants in the pleasure expeditions feel more secure in a caravan 

of vehicles as they travel through remote areas of the back country. 

Help is always near if needed when trouble occurs in a remote spot far 

from towing service. Club outings are often enhanced by a guest's or 

member's knowledge of a point of interest during the trip. Programs 



at club meetings often include guest speakers who are knowledgeable in 

some natural science. 

In contrast to the expedition oriented club, others are compe

tition oriented and sponsor competition meets. The club provides the 

area in which the meet is conducted, officials for the races, and tro

phies for the winners of the events. Meet events include drag racing, 

hill climbing, and obstacle course running. Annual statewide off-road 

vehicle competition meets are held in Flagstaff, Phoenix, Tucson, and 

Yuma. 

Management of Off-Road Vehicles 

Land managers concerned with management of off-road vehicle use 

have a complex outdoor recreation activity with which to contend. Sev-
I 

eral characteristics of the activity make a management plan for vehicle 

use difficult to develop. By definition, off-road vehicle recreation-

ists are a mobile lot that can penetrate a remote landscape. These 

people are not confined to develop recreation areas and can take recre

ation and management problems associated with developed recreation 

sites to the field. Camp and picnic ground problems associated with 

vehicle use include littering, vandalism to private or to public prop

erty, fire hazard, noise, vegetation damage, soil disturbance, and 

trail deterioration. The magnitude of these problems is not as great 

as at established campgrounds, but their occurrence is more widely dis

tributed. Seeing one or two discarded cans in a remote, scenic area is 

just as disturbing, if not more, as seeing a pile of them three feet 

high in an established campground. In some cases, vehicles cause less 



damage to trails, vegetation, and soil than do horses or pack mules, 

but they can transport a greater amount of potential litter and litter-

ers with greater ease. Outright abuse of the landscape by a few off-

road vehicle recreationists can do a considerable amount of damage and 

can very quickly nullify the care and concern of the vast majority of 

conscientious vehicle users. 

In Arizona, as in most of the West, the off-road vehicle man

agement picture is further complicated. Implementing a management plan 

may prove difficult since a vast quantity of public land in Arizona is 

cared for by a relatively small contingency of land managers. If a re

strictive vehicle use plan were instigated, patrolling the vast country

side for violators of off-road vehicle use regulations would be a 

monumental task. The people of Arizona have always enjoyed freedom of 

access to most public lands and restricting the use of this land may be 

difficult for the veteran off-road vehicle recreationists to accept. 

The landscape in Arizona also complicates the off-road vehicle 

management picture. The Sonoran Desert covers much of the southwestern 

portion of the state, and the vegetation of this area is fragile, eas

ily damaged, and slow to recover. Vehicle trails through the desert 

may remain visible for many years. Once the trail is made, other ve

hicles are likely to follow, their drivers' curious as to the course 

of the trail. As more vehicles travel the trail, a new road develops 

and provides access to a new area. 

Off-road vehicle activity in an area may infringe on other land 

uses. Vegetation damage and soil disturbance could disrupt the water 
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holding capacity of a watershed. Frequent vehicle travel in a peren

nial stream could pollute the water with petroleum wastes and disrupt 

life cycles of plants and animals living in it. 

In other areas, timber interests suffer as a result of damage 

to forest regeneration from off-road vehicle activity. Wildlife is 

also illegally hunted from off-road vehicles or chased down in heavy 

snow, "just in fun" (Baldwin 1970). Wildlife managers have difficulty 

controlling illegal camping near waterholes, a practice that is detri

mental to both wildlife and cattle. Cattle ranchers also list cattle 

harassment, fence destruction, gates left open, stock tank vandalism, 

and grassland vegetation disturbance^ as detrimental results of off-

road vehicle activity. Growing off-road vehicle activity has made the 

life of a rancher less solitary than in the past. Growing confusion 

about legal access to land does not help the rapport between ranchers 

and off-road vehicle enthusiasts. The confusing pattern of grazing 

leases and mine claims on public land and privately owned land can be 

very difficult to identify while on an off-road vehicle excursion. 

A certain amount of incompatibility exists between off-road ve

hicle enthusiasts and other outdoor recreationists. Presence of vehi

cles or even evidence of their presence may spoil the scenic beauty 

and the sense of remoteness for a hiker in isolated country. Estab

lished campgrounds are often disturbed by the noise and dust created by 

off-road vehicle activity near the camping area. 

1. On this point, a vehicle owner once replied that more vege
tation damage is done by overgrazing in the state of Arizona than off-
road vehicle activity could ever hope to do. 
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Incompatibility also exists among off-road vehicle recreation

ists. Trail bikes, motorcycles, and dune buggies can be a hazardous 

combination in a confined area. Many vehicles traveling in different 

directions at varying speeds in an area where the view is obstructed by 

vegetation, topography, or other vehicles, creates an uncomfortable 

risk potential. Vehicle drivers seeking a remote setting are sometimes 

disturbed by the presence or sound of other vehicles. 

The diversity of off-road vehicle uses further complicates the 

management picture. The vehicle oriented, activity oriented, and land 

oriented off-road vehicle recreationists discussed earlier affect man

agement plans because of different vehicle use patterns. It may be 

hypothesized that these groups of recreationists have differing atti

tudes concerning the outdoor environment, choices of area to visit, de

gree of remoteness desired at the site of off-road vehicle use, and 

management practices. For instance, limiting the number of vehicles in 

an area may be simultaneously applauded by the land oriented user who 

seeks remoteness, and criticized by the vehicle oriented driver who 

likes to compare the performance of his vehicle with that of others. 

The vehicle oriented driver may welcome the development of campgrounds 

and sanitary facilities to accommodate crowds, while the land oriented 

user might be enraged at the thought of "camping with all those idiots." 

Therefore, management practices may have to vary among vehicle user 

types if an outdoor experience of equal quality to each is the manage

ment goal. An appropriate analogy can be drawn between management at 

a public municipal park as opposed to a wilderness area. The public 



park is designed for safe outdoor recreation for many people in a small 

area and requires picnicking, outdoor game, and sanitary facilities. 

The wilderness area, on the other hand, has only a system of trails de

veloped to provide accessibility at the least expense to the landscape. 

The development of a relatively small, off-road vehicle park should 

provide ample terrain variation and trail development to sustain user 

interest and provide adequate picnicking, camping, and sanitary facili

ties to make the experience convenient and enjoyable for a large number 

of people. In more remote areas, it may be necessary to limit vehicle 

use in order to make the activity compatible with other land uses and 

to protect the quality of the experience. Thus, two radically differ

ent management plans may be necessary to maintain a quality experience 

for two different kinds of vehicle use. The term, quality experience,. 

should not be misconstrued to mean that every recreationist will 

achieve the maximum amount of pleasure possible. The term is meant to 

refer to the concept of maximizing the average recreationist's vehicle 

experience. 

Any dynamic management plan should include provisions for growth 

in the activity. Today, all indicators of off-road vehicle activity 

growth, such as new manufactured off-road recreation vehicle sales, off-

road vehicle license registration, and membership rolls of off-road ve

hicle clubs are exhibiting marked increases. If present trends continue, 

the future will bring an increased number of off-road vehicle recrea-

tionists using what are now popular and remote areas and more adventure

some drivers penetrating previously untraveled areas. 
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It is difficult to predict whether off-road vehicle management 

problems will increase in proportion to increased numbers of off-road 

vehicle recreationists. One might surmise that as off-road vehicle 

recreation intensifies, a shift will develop in the type of individual 

involved in the activity. The land oriented recreationist of the future 

may be content with a lesser degree of remoteness than is the standard 

for the present vehicle user. Tomorrow's vehicle oriented user may be 

satisfied with less landscape over which to travel. At the same time, 

he may not object to more crowded conditions at the areas he chooses to 

visit. There may be a shift away from the land oriented recreationist 

toward the vehicle oriented driver. These trends can be influenced by 

management practice. 

More vehicles will mean growing conflicts in the future with 

other land uses, such as water, timber, wildlife, grazing, and other 

recreationists. Problems may develop among off-road vehicle recrea

tionists as different types of users converge on each other's terri

tory. Land areas available for off-road vehicle recreational use will 

probably decrease in the future due to land closure, but areas still 

legally accessible will be more thoroughly utilized. All of the afore

mentioned possibilities complicate and intensify the problems of the 

future off-road vehicle management picture. 

The challenge to land managers is to provide a quality off-road 

vehicle experience for the growing population of diversified vehicle 

users that is compatible with other land uses. A necessary initial 

step in meeting this challenge is to gain an understanding of the 



behavioral patterns and land area preferences of off-road vehicle rec-

reationists. 

The following questions are important to the land manager: 

1. Is the vehicle a means to an end, an end in itself, or some

thing in between? 

2. What off-road vehicle activities are the most popular? 

3. What are the use patterns of off-road vehicle drivers? How 

often do they go? Where do they go? 

4. What features of an area make it attractive for off-road use? 

The research effort presented here is designed to approach the 

answers to the proposed questions. Answers to these questions will 

provide needed direction to off-road vehicle management efforts striv

ing to provide today's average vehicle user with maximum satisfaction. 

Scope of the Study 

The study focuses on the vehicle user. The user is only one 

portion of the entire off-road vehicle picture. Vehicle use impact on 

soil, vegetation, water, wildlife, cattle interests, and other types of 

outdoor recreation activity is also important for the land manager to 

take into account when formulating a policy toward off-road vehicle 

recreation. Research dealing with vehicle impact on other land uses 

would help complete the off-road vehicle picture. 

The population studied consisted of Tucson owners of four-wheel 

reconstructed vehicles and four-wheel drive vehicles with noncommercial 

licenses registered with the Pima County auto license bureau for the 

months of January, February, and March of 1970. 
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Nonlicensed vehicles were not included in the study. These, as 

well as many registered vehicles, are transported by trailer or towed 

to the site of the off-road activity. This practice saves road wear on 

a vehicle not designed for street use. Registration expenses and high

way safety standards also may be avoided. Vehicles constructed specifi

cally for competition often are not registered. Complying with highway 

safety standards adds weight to the vehicle and reduces the quality of 

its off-road performance. A 1969 study of the Tucson Sand Buggy Club 

indicated that 73% of club members towed their vehicles to areas 

visited (Peine 1969). The study did not indicate the percentage of ve

hicles that were nonregistered. 

The percentage of nonlicensed vehicles in proportion to the 

total four-wheel, off-road vehicle population is unknown. Undoubtedly, 

many more reconstructed than manufactured vehicles are nonlicensed. 

Generally, nonlicensed vehicles are not as well equipped for extended 

trips, so their off-road use is more localized. For example, several 

known nonlicensed Tucson sand buggies are used in dry river beds, 

washes, and vacant lots around town with an occasional trip to Rocky 

Point, Mexico, or the Yuma sand dunes. These owners' primary interest 

in the activity is the mechanical development of their vehicle. It is 

believed that most nonlicensed vehicles have a predictable, restricted 

use pattern which should lend itself more readily to management con

trols. 

The population sampled is limited to Tucson residents; thus a 

majority of respondent off-road experience centers in the Southwest 
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landscape near the Tucson vicinity. This limitation is partially off

set by the fact that Arizona offers a wide range of habitats for off-

road vehicle use. Tucson vehicle recreationists have access to wide 

varieties of vegetation, climate, terrain, and vehicle trails. Ex

posure to these varied off-road conditions affords the user with a 

broad recreational experience and makes for a rather sophisticated ve

hicle recreationist. Arizona land managers will find the study results 

most useful since specific Arizona use areas are cited in the study. 

With all of these limitations considered, the study should, 

nonetheless, prove useful to any land manager faced with an off-road 

vehicle problem. The relationships discussed between specific area 

site characteristics, vehicle activities, and management methods should 

have validity in a host of management situations. 

Problem Statement 

The problem is to describe four-wheel, off-road vehicle recre

ation use patterns, to quantify land area attraction potential for 

various users, and to relate use patterns and land area attraction po-

tention to management practices. 

Obj ectives 

The study objectives are as follows: 

1. To describe the use patterns of the Tucson four-wheel, 

off-road vehicle recreationist population. 

2. To develop a method to quantify land area attraction poten

tial for various off-road vehicle recreation uses. 



CHAPTER II 

RESEARCH METHODS 

Use Pattern Objective 

Describe the use patterns of the Tucson four-wheel, 

off-road vehicle recreationist population. 

Variables measured to fulfill this objective include the off-

road vehicle recreation user history and nature of involvement in the 

activity, frequency and location of trips taken, type of terrain most 

often traveled over, and recreational activities pursued while on trips. 

Attraction Potential Objective 

Develop a method to quantify land area attraction potential 

for various off-road vehicle recreation uses. 

The quantification of the land area attraction potential takes 

the form of an index number in which a larger value denotes a more at

tractive site for vehicle use. Several research approaches have been 

utilized in developing indexes of landscape attraction. 

One method of formulating an attraction index for an outdoor 

recreation experience is the revealed behavior approach. In this case, 

the use patterns of recreationists are observed under the assumption 

that participants seek out those sites which will maximize their satis

faction, given time and income constraints. An attraction index may 

16 
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then be constructed by correlating various site characteristics with 

level of use at popular recreation areas. Shafer (1968) utilized this 

approach in a study in which he related the amount of use in Adirondack 

camp grounds to camp ground site characteristics. The revealed behav

ior approach was impractical for the off-road vehicle study. Dispersed 

vehicle use patterns cover a wide geographic area, and the required on-

site sampling of recreationists would have entailed more financial and 

personnel resources than were available. 

scape Esthetics." In this article, the value weighting used to develop 

4 

a measure of the esthetic quality of a landscape, a type of attraction 

index, is based on the judgment of the evaluator (Leopold 1969). This 

approach was philosophically distasteful because it presumes that the 

landscape evaluator is the proper arbiter of public taste. 

This study utilizes a third approach, the preference expres

sions of the recreation participants, to develop an attraction index. 

Conceptual Attraction Model 

The conceptualization of the attraction model is illustrated in 

the following diagram: 

An elitist approach was used by Leopold in his article, "Land-

vehicle 
interest in 
the landscape 

recreationist's 
outdoor interests 
vehicle interests 
off-road experience 

* landscape 
attraction 

perception of 
the landscape 
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The model includes those factors that might be expected to influence 

the attractiveness of an area to an off-road vehicle recreationist. 

Each vehicle recreationist has some combination of outdoor in

terests, vehicle interests, and off-road experiences. Outdoor inter

ests might include hunting, fishing, exploring historical attractions, 

or driving to see the countryside. Vehicle interests might range from 

no inclination toward the mechanics of the vehicle to a keen involve

ment in developing a competitive machine for a specific type of compe

tition event on a specific type of terrain. Off-road experience could 

range from infrequent travel confined to dry river beds or vacant lots 

in the Tucson metropolitan area to extensive frequent travel in various 

vegetation and climatic zones of the Southwest. 

The combination of interests and experience in off-road activ

ity influences the recreationist's interest in the landscape. Interest 

in the landscape may be expressed as the features of the landscape 

which the respondent considers important in choosing an area to visit 

for an off-road experience. A hunter would most probably look for 

game, an individual planning to drive to see the countryside might be 

most interested in scenery and remoteness, and the vehicle competitor 

might be most interested in topography. An individual mainly inter

ested in vehicle competition might look upon remoteness with disdain, 

considering it a detriment to his vehicle enjoyment, for the possibil

ity exists of being stranded in a remote area due to mechanical fail

ure. 



Off-road experience may influence what a recreationist consid

ers important in choosing an area to visit. For example, an off-road 

vehicle recreationist who enjoys camping may not consider remoteness 

an important quality of the landscape simply because he has never ex

perienced the serenity of a remote setting. In another case, a recre

ationist who enjoys driving challenging trails and terrain may have no 

interest in travel in sand dunes, simply due to a lack of exposure to 

them. 

The other important aspect of the vehicle recreationist is his 

perception of the landscape. Perception is defined as "any act or 

process of knowing objects, facts, or truths, whether by sense exper

ience or by thought; awareness of objects, consciousness" (Webster1s 

New International Dictionary 1961, p. 1816). For the off-road vehicle 

recreationist, perception of the landscape is the result of a blend of 

his outdoor interests, vehicle interests, and experiences with the ve

hicle off-the-road. For example, a vehicle owner may have a genuine 

interest in finding remoteness while on an off-road trip, but he may 

never have experienced a truly remote setting in an unscathed landscape 

and atmosphere of solitude. This individual might consider a relatively 

congested area near Tucson to be remote simply because that is the most 

remote experience he has had. Due to lack of exposure, he has a narrow 

perception of remoteness. A widely traveled off-road recreationist may 

render a much more stringent definition of remoteness. 

An off-road vehicle user's interest in the landscape and his 

perception of the landscape determine the attraction an area holds for 



him. By identifying the elements of the landscape important to vehicle 

users, and by understanding how the user perceives these elements, a 

judgment may be made as to the attraction a specific land area holds 

for various types of off-road activity. 

Operational Attraction Model 

The operational problem is to develop methods of quantifying 

the concepts discussed above that will lead to a measure of attraction 

that can be used by the land manager. The specific elements used as 

measures of these concepts are presented in the following operational 

model: 

Vehicle Attraction 
Index Profile 

sample population 
of vehicle 

recreation!sts 

Vehicle 
Attraction 

Index 

site characteristic 
acceptance category 

In the study, a sample population of vehicle recreationists 

weighted the importance of selected site characteristics*" in their choice 

of an area to visit for a specific outdoor recreation activity. These 

weights are compiled for each site characteristic by activity. Each 

compiled group of site characteristic weights is called a Vehicle 

1. The term, "site characteristic" will be used throughout the 
study to mean any feature of the landscape which might be important to 
off-road vehicle recreationists. 



Attraction Index Profile. The profile quantifies the importance of 

various aspects of the landscape to vehicle recreationists pursuing a 

specific activity. To complete the attraction index picture, this pro

file must be made applicable to a specific land area. Recreationist 

perception of selected site characteristics is utilized in the develop

ment of a set of standards for judging if the site characteristics on 

a particular landscape are acceptable to vehicle users. Acceptability 

criteria were developed for each site characteristic. By combining the 

Vehicle Attraction Index Profile and the site characteristic accept

ability criteria, the land manager may assign a Vehicle Attraction In

dex to a land area. This is an index of the attractiveness an area 

holds for off-road vehicle recreationists pursuing specific recreation 

activities. Variation in profiles and perception are evaluated with 

respect to recreationists' outdoor interests and off-road experience. 

To help substantiate this approach to Objective 2, it is help

ful to consider it with respect to the following questions raised in 

literature pertaining to environmental perception: 

1. How much bearing have expressions of preference on actual 
behavior patterns? (Lowenthal 1967, p. 2). 

In this study, recreationist expressions of preference are com

pared with actual behavior patterns. Respondents express preferences 

for site characteristics as well as reporting their behavior patterns. 

2. Is group action in the environment simply the net sum of 
individual choices and decisions, or something more or 
less? (Lowenthal 1967, p. 2). 
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The attraction index constructed in this study is a summation 

of recreationist responses. The assumption is made that group action 

in the environment is the net sum of individual choices and decisions. 

3. Does familiarity with an environment change perception 
of that environment? (Shafer 1969, p. 80). 

A measure of the degree of off-road experience is included in 

the study and is used to stratify differences in perception of selected 

site characteristics. 

4. Do different kinds of recreationists perceive environ
ments the same way? (Shafer 1969, p. 80). 

The pursuit of this question would be a natural extension of the 

study. An interesting study would be a comparison of the environmental 

perceptions of different types of visitors to an area—an off-road ve

hicle driver, a highway sightseer, and a hiker. 

5. Do a planner's and recreationist•s perceptions of the 
natural environment differ? (Shafer 1969, p. 80). 

This question raises a point with which the study tries to 

cope. The main reason for attempting to understand the recreationist's 

perception of the environment is to make the developed attraction index 

more operational. This will allow the development of more specific 

site characteristic criteria. More specific standards permit less per

sonal interpretation by the land manager. 

Hypotheses 

Interrelationships may occur between types of land areas visited 

and vehicles and activities pursued by the participants. Site charac

teristics, such as location, terrain, vegetation, or altitude may 



attract specific kinds of users pursuing specific activities. The sand 

dunes near Yuma, for instance, have an important distance and terrain 

characteristic. Many Tucson off-road vehicle enthusiasts tow their 

dune buggies to this area for a weekend of cross country joy riding. 

Their vehicles are designed specifically for the rolling sand dune 

areas. In contrast, the Redington Pass area just east of Tucson has 

location, vegetation, and terrain characteristics that attract the one 

day, four-wheel drive enthusiasts driving to see the countryside. The 

numerous abandoned settlements south of Patagonia attract off-road 

vehicle recreationists who enjoy exploring historical attractions. Dry 

river beds running through the city of Tucson provide areas for compe

tition minded reconstructed vehicle enthusiasts to test out their ma

chines. It is presumed that vehicle owners attempt to equip themselves 

with vehicles that will best perform the function most important to 

them. This reasoning leads to the following hypothesis: specific com

binations of site characteristics at an area will attract users with 

distinct types of off-road vehicles pursuing specific kinds of activi

ties. 

Off-road driving experience develops operating skill and a 

realization of vehicle capabilities. This increased confidence in 

driving through rough terrain in remote areas may lead to a more adven

turous recreationist. Vehicle experience may affect perception of site 

characteristics such as remoteness, scenery, condition of trails, or 

distance from Tucson. The conclusion of this reasoning is the second 
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hypothesis: increased off-road driving experience changes respondent 

perception of area site characteristics. 

Previous discussion offered a description of the possibly con

trasting views of the landscape held by owners of different types of 

off-road vehicles. The recreationist most interested in the vehicle 

and its off-road performance might view the landscape foremost as a 

place to test the performance of his vehicle. The activity oriented 

respondent might look to the landscape as a place to pursue his hobby, 

such as hunting, rock hounding, or exploring historical attractions. 

The driver who seeks out the countryside and its visual pleasures might 

look for scenic areas or remoteness. The concluding hypothesis is the 

following: differing perceptions of the vehicle role may affect per

ceptions of area site characteristics. 

Questionnaire Structure 

The research tool chosen was the personal interview. The vol

ume of desired information dictated that personal contact be made with 

respondents. The length of the interview varied between thirty minutes 

and one hour. Personal contact alleviated problems of confusion over 

questions or misgivings about the motivation of the study. This was 

important since many respondents feared the questionnaire was being 

sponsored by an anti-vehicle interest group. The questionnaire itself 

aided in easing these fears since no questions were asked which were 

construed to be detrimental to vehicle use interests. Informal discus

sion during and after the interview provided insight into respondent 

impressions of, and involvement in, off-road vehicle activity. 
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The questionnaire is presented in Appendix A. The question

naire was divided into three sections. Figure 1 demonstrates the man

ner in which questionnaire Sections A, B, and C relate to the study 

obj ectives. 

Section A was used to record the respondent's history and na-

f 

ture of vehicl»$»- involvement and vehicle use patterns, including activ

ity and area preferences. The information gathered was used directly 

to satisfy Objective 1, to explain response variation in Section C, 

and to test, along with the other sections, the hypotheses. 

In the second section, Section B, respondents weighted the im

portance of designated site characteristics in their choices of areas 

to visit with the off-road vehicle for a specific activity. This in

formation was the basis for the Vehicle Attraction Index Profile. A 

portion of the site characteristics was used to judge the combination 

of activities pursued on an off-road trip. This information supple

mented other use pattern data. 

The last section, Section C, was used to measure the respond

ent's perception of selected site characteristics. The increased per

spective of site characteristics provided by Section C aided in the 

interpretation of the Vehicle Attraction Index Profile of Section B for 

land management application to specific areas in the form of the Vehi

cle Attraction Index. 

The questions, within sections, were arranged to aid in develop

ment of rapport with the respondent. The questionnaire was quite 



Questionnaire Product Obj ective 

Section A 
experience and 
activity preferences 

description of 
off-road vehicle 

respondent population 

#1 describe 
use patterns 

Section B • 
site characteristic 
weights 

Vehicle Attraction 
Index Profile 

#2 quantify land 
area attraction 

potential 

Section C 
perception of 
site characteristics 

site characteristic 
•*»- acceptance criteria 

Figure 1. Off-road vehicle questionnaire analysis. 
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lengthy, but respondents seemed to maintain attentiveness throughout 

the interview. 

To fulfill the use pattern objective, Section A and part of 

Section B of the questionnaire were utilized. The respondent was asked 

which of four terrains, commonly used by off-road vehicle enthusiasts, 

he traveled over most often. The respondent reported his average num

ber of off-road trips per month. Recalling the average number of trips 

per month was easier than the total number of trips taken per year. 

Seasonal use patterns were averaged over the entire year. Next, the 

respondent was asked to locate on a map all of the areas visited for an 

off-road trip. The maps used in the survey lacked sufficient terrain 

detail to allow exact location of areas, but larger, more detailed maps 

would have been cumbersome in the interview and the analysis. For the 

experienced, well-traveled respondent, this question was the most time 

consuming of all. A more detailed map would have made the question even 

more time consuming. 

No attempt was made to require a uniform method of accurately 

locating specific areas visited. Thus, the results of this question 

were a bit confusing. Respondents located trips taken with various de

grees of precision. At one extreme, large "X's" were placed over a 

general area on the map. The "X", for instance, might cover an entire 

mountain range in which one trip had been taken. On the other hand, 

some respondents might place a series of small, accurately placed "X's" 

to denote the route traveled through the same mountain range. Despite 

this lack of uniformity, all question responses accomplished their 
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purpose; a general geographical distribution pattern of use was estab

lished. 

The method of analysis for this "areas visited" question was to 

select ten popular off-road vehicle use areas offering a variety of 

topography, vegetation, climate, recreational opportunity, and distance 

from Tucson. The distribution of use of these selected areas is then 

described using appropriate stratifications. These ten areas are lo

cated on a map appearing later in the text. 

A secondary purpose for this "areas visited" question was to 

encourage the respondent to recall the entire gamut of his vehicle ex

periences, not just his present use of the vehicle. Frequency of vis

its to areas was not recorded, even though these data would be quite 

useful in developing a more complete use pattern. Gathering this in

formation would have increased an already lengthy interview. Also, 

frequency of visits would be difficult for the respondent to recall 

accurately. 

Next, future off-road trips which respondents hoped to take 

into areas not previously visited were located on the map. This ques

tion revealed the probable use pattern of the recreationist with little 

off-road experience. 

The recreationist was then given a list of off-road vehicle ac

tivities and asked to rank, in order of preference, all of the activi

ties pursued with his vehicle. The list of activities, found on page 

135 of Appendix A, was compiled from previous research experience with 

off-road vehicle activity (Peine 1969) and personal consultation with a 
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wide spectrum of vehicle users. Space was provided to include any ve

hicle related activity that was unusual or had been omitted from the 

list. 

The recreational activity listed as "working on the vehicle" 

had nothing to do directly with the landscape, but it was included 

since this was a significant recreational experience for many vehicle 

owners. Presumably, the vehicle oriented recreationist would rank this 

activity high. 

Follow-up questions on the first three ranked activities at

tempted to differentiate activity use patterns. The percentage of all 

off-road trips taken involving the activity was recorded to gauge the 

relative involvement of time spent in each activity since an activity 

most preferred may not be the one most often pursued. The respondent 

indicated if his involvement in the activity was seasonal, the number 

of passengers usually with him, and the number of vehicles in his 

party. If the respondent presently used more than one off-road vehi

cle for recreation, he was asked which vehicle was most often used to 

pursue the specific activities. 

Another question of Section A dealing with the first objective 

indicated specific areas where the first three ranked activities were 

pursued. Vehicle owners recorded their favorite are&, most frequented 

area, and especially for those with little off-road experience, the 

area considered best for pursuing a specific activity. The results of 

this question are presented in tabular form. The grid system utilized 

to locate areas listed in the tables is presented in Appendix C. 
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Section A also contained questions dealing with history and 

nature of involvement in the activity. This information was used to 

isolate variation in use patterns. The number of years actively en

gaged in the activity and the number of years of membership in an 

organized off-road vehicle club were recorded. A description of all 

off-road vehicles owned and used for recreation was noted, as were the 

dates of ownership. 

Some other questions in Section A were designed to isolate var

iation in questionnaire data. The respondent described the type of 

off-road vehicle he would ultimately like to have. It was felt that 

this might explain why some variations in vehicle use patterns within 

vehicle type strata appeared unusual. A sand buggy, for instance, may 

be driven on remote jeep roads where only four-wheel drive vehicles 

are usually found. This use pattern might be explained by the fact 

that the driver prefers jeep trails but cannot afford a manufactured 

off-road vehicle. 

In another question, respondents judged the degree of their 

family's involvement in their off-road vehicle recreational activity. 

Family influence might affect vehicle use patterns. 

A question involved how often owners modified their vehicles 

to improve performance off the road. Frequent vehicle refinements 

could be indicative of vehicle oriented recreationists. This question 

was designed to identify people who might not want to acknowledge di

rectly their interest in vehicle mechanics. 



Section B dealt with reasons for choosing an area to visit for 

an off-road experience, the second objective. The respondent was 

handed a list of characteristics (see pages 130 - 132 in Appendix A) 

which an area may have and was instructed to ask himself how important 

each characteristic was in choosing an area to visit for a specific 

activity. The respondent was asked to follow this procedure for each 

of his first three ranked activities. 

The list of site characteristics included in the study was com

piled by personal experience on individual and group outings and per

sonal contact with several different types of vehicle owners. In case 

the list was incomplete, each respondent was given numerous opportuni

ties to add other site characteristics he deemed important in choosing 

an off-road vehicle area to visit. Five "importance levels" were used 

so that respondents reluctant to mark extreme categories were still 

able to indicate positive and negative opinions. Any more than five 

would have added superfluous data. 

Thirty-one site characteristics were listed and divided into 

four groups, as shown in Figure 2. These four groups dealt with the 

following: (1) the physical aspects of the landscape and the respond

ent's familiarity with the area, (2) the opportunity to pursue recre

ational activities at the area, (3) the system of vehicle trails at the 

area, and (4) the natural condition of the area as altered by vehicle 

activity. The grouping aided in administering the questionnaire and 

made judging the site characteristics a less formidable task for the 
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Site 
characteri sties 

Familiarity with area 
*Short travel time to area 
Good condition of roads to area 

*Sense of remoteness of area 
^Attractive vegetation at area 
Time of year 
Temperature at area 
Someplace new to visit 

*High scenic appeal or value 
*Test of driving ability, i.e., 

rugged trails or terrain 
^'Opportunity to test your vehicle 

performance against another 
Availability of historic 
attractions to explore 

Picnicking 
Camping 
Hunting 
Fishing 
Rock hounding 
Photography 
Bird watching 
Observe other wildlife 

Group 
divisions 

Location 
Physical 

Circumstance 

Study 
obj ectives 

Recreational 
Opportunity 

Attraction 
Index 

Obj ective 

Use 
Pattern 
Obj ective 

*Large number of trails available 
Trails make a loop 
Destination of trails to 
point of interest 

*Good opportunity to travel 
cross country without trails 

*Trails rugged and challenging 
to the vehicle 

*Few vehicles in the area 
*No litter problem 
Lack of noise from other users 
*No trail damage due to vehicles 
No vegetation damage due to 
vehicles 

Few tire tracks off the trail 

System of 
Trails 

Natural 
Condition of 
Area Altered 
By Vehicle 
Activity 

Attraction 
Index 

Obj ective 

*Perception of these site characteristics was measured 
in Section C. 

Figure 2. Site characteristics listed by group and study objective. 
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respondent. The groupings also made respondents more willing to ask 

for clarification of site characteristic meanings. 

The first group of site characteristics presented was the most 

general category. The first and last items in this list referred to 

the importance of familiarity or unfamiliarity with an area. Both were 

included to determine positive or negative influence. The distance to 

travel and condition of roads to an area might be of more concern to 

owners that tow their vehicle to areas visited than those who do not. 

Other site characteristics included a sense of remoteness at the area, 

attractive vegetation, time of year of the visit, and temperature at 

the area. The time of year of a visit may or may not be a function of 

the temperature at the area. 

The second group dealt with the recreational opportunity an 

area provides. This group consisted of a list of outdoor recreation 

activities that might or might not be pursued directly with the vehi

cle. The only item not directly relating to the recreational activity 

was "high scenic appeal or value," which referred to the activity of 

driving to see the countryside. 

Eleven site characteristics of the Recreational Opportunity 

Group, as indicated in Figure 2, did not pertain to the development of 

the Attraction Index. These characteristics consisted of a list of 

outdoor recreation activities similar to the list respondents examined 

in the beginning of Section A. It would be redundant to include a list 

of recreation activities among the site characteristics making up the 

Vehicle Attraction Index Profile since the profile was compiled with 



respect to recreation activities. Data from these eleven site charac

teristics provided an indirect method of determining combinations of 

activities pursued on vehicle outings. This information supplements 

Section A questions dealing with the use pattern objective. 

The third group of characteristics was a list of trail or cross 

country travel characteristics. The trail system of an area is impor

tant since a majority of long distance, off-road travel through rugged 

terrain is conducted on trails. Items covered included the presence of 

a large number of trails, the fact that trails make a loop, that there 

was a point of interest on the trail, and that trails were rugged and 

challenging to the vehicle. A final characteristic was the situation 

where trails were not necessary--good opportunity to travel cross coun

try without trails. 

The last group of characteristics was concerned with the con

dition of an area altered by vehicle activity. Again, the respondent 

was to ask himself, considering the activity in question, the impor

tance of each use condition characteristic in his choice of an area to 

visit. These data were also useful in judging respondent interest in 

a remote, wilderness-like vehicle experience. These site characteris

tics include: few vehicles in the area, no litter problem, lack of 

noise from other users, no trail damage at the area, no vegetation 

damage from vehicles, and few tire tracks off the trail. 

Section C was designed to evaluate respondent perception of se

lected site characteristics rated as being extremely, very, or fairly 

important in Section B. This was a necessary link for predicting the 



attraction an area might hold for the recreationist. These selected 

site characteristics are indicated in Figure 2. Respondent perception 

of the more easily defined site characteristics was not included in the 

study. This was one sacrifice made to minimize the length of the in

terview. 

To judge perception of the selected site characteristics, the 

respondent gave an example of an off-road vehicle area that exemplified 

the site characteristic in question. Rather than asking the recreation

ist to describe his perception of remoteness, he was asked to give an 

example of an off-road area that gave him a sense of remoteness. Con

sidering the scope of the study, this method seemed most expedient in 

dealing with the vague concepts at hand. It was difficult to be defini

tive about many of the site characteristics. Data in this case were 

presented in tabular form with the same areas respondents cited identi

fied by the same grid system utilized in question 12 of Section A. 

Not all of the questions in Section C utilized this perception 

technique. The first question of the section dealt with the respond

ent's concept of distance to travel for an off-road experience. He was 

asked to state what he felt to be a short travel time and a maximum 

tolerable travel time to an area for a one-day and weekend off-road 

trip. 

Open-end questions were added to allow respondents to express 

opinions about remoteness, scenery, and vehicle crowding. Appropriate 

respondents were asked directly why they ranked "rugged trails chal

lenging to the vehicle" and/or "no trail damage" as important. This 
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was included since several conflicting reasons could conceivably prompt 

respondents to consider these two site characteristics important. 

Open-end questions were categorized to expedite analysis. 

The final question of the interview was to give an example of 

an off-road vehicle area felt to be overused from an ecological stand

point. Areas that vehicle users considered to be overused could then 

be pinpointed. Presumably, most vehicle owners would hesitate to ad

mit they had observed damaged areas; therefore, it appears as the last 

question on the questionnaire. 

Quantification of Land Area 
Attraction Potential 

Quantification of the land area attraction potential was done 

in two parts. The first part is the formulation of the Vehicle At

traction Index Profile. The profile quantified the importance of var

ious site characteristics for off-road vehicle users in pursuit of a 

specific outdoor recreation activity with their vehicles. A profile 

was developed for each activity. 

The Vehicle Attraction Index Profile consisted of an average of 

the weight measures assigned to each of 20 site characteristics by ap

propriate respondents. The procedure is as follows: 

1. The five levels of importance utilized in Section B of the 

questionnaire were assigned the following weights: 

Weight Importance level 

4 Extremely important 
3 Very important 
2 Fairly important 
1 Little important 
0 Not important 



2. Appropriate weights were assigned to responses for each 

site characteristic by activity. 

3. These weights were summed for each set of 20 site charac

teristics pertaining to each specific activity. 

4. From these total, an average weight was obtained for each 

site characteristic by activity, 

5. The resulting set of average weights for the 20 site char

acteristics by activity made up the Vehicle Attraction Index Profile. 

The mathematical formula for the Vehicle Attraction Index Profile was 

as follows: 

»;j!A 1  
VAI Profile, = ) \ I . , ( 

k (_ v -k y j-1"20J 

W. = weight assigned by respondent (i) to site characteristic 
(j) for activity (k). 

n^ sa total number of respondents ranking site characteristics 
for activity (k) first, second, or third preference. 

The brackets specify: {a j-  = [a^, aa^, .  .  .  &2q] 

The Vehicle Attraction Index Profile was combined with site 

characteristic acceptance category, the second part of the analysis for 

Objective 2, as the basis for assigning a Vehicle Attraction Index 

value to a specific land area. 
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The procedure for assigning a Vehicle Attraction Index value 

for a recreation activity to a specific land area was as follows: 

1. Summed the weights of the set of 20 site characteristics of 

the Vehicle Attraction Index Profile for the activity in question. 

2. Subtracted this sum from 80 which was the maximum weight 

possible for any activity. 

(f̂  w A 
20 f ^=1 Wijk 

4(extremely important) X 20(site characteristics) - V t——— / 
• * V / 
j=i v N y 

The resulting value was a constant for the activity in question 

and was assigned to any land area where attractiveness was being judged 

for that activity. 

3. The site characteristics of the land area in question were 

then compared with a set of criteria developed for each of the 20 site 

characteristics to determine site characteristic acceptance. 

The land area was either judged acceptable or unacceptable under 

the site characteristic criteria. A land area judged acceptable for a 

particular site characteristic received the full value of the site char

acteristic weight by activity found in the appropriate Vehicle Attrac

tion Index Profile. Land areas not meeting the requirements fell in 
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unacceptable category and received none of the value of the site char

acteristic weight. 

These acceptance criteria were not developed in relationship to 

specific recreation activities as were the Vehicle Attraction Index 

Profiles, so that one set of criteria applied to all profiles. The 

data drawn on to develop the criteria were not definitive enough to al

low more than a binomial conclusion. 

The acceptance criteria were developed from personal expertise, 

consultation with a variety of vehicle owners, and data collected in 

Section C. Interpretation of the data compiled from Section C was nec

essarily subjective at the outset. Conclusions drawn from this section 

were not expected to be detailed; neither were the resulting site char

acteristic acceptance criteria. 

4. The weights of the site characteristics for which the land 

area was found acceptable were summed. 

1° 

J - 1  v J  ^  J  

\ 

^=1 Wijk 

= average weight of site characteristic (j) for 
nk activity (k). 

A.^ = acceptability of land area (1) under criteria for 
site characteristic (j). 

A j = 1 if acceptable, 0 if unacceptable. 



5. The sum was added to the constant found in step 2. The 

resulting total was then divided by 80 to transform the resulting Vehi

cle Attraction Index into a proportional form. 

w i,- i 4X20 
Vehicle 
Attraction = 
Index^ 80 

or 

VAI, 

20 

1AV = 1 + 
80 

Sampling Procedure 

The population of off-road vehicle enthusiasts, within the 

scope of the study objectives, may be defined in terms of the target 

population, sample population, sample unit, and sample frame. 

The target population pertains to the study objectives in their 

broadest sense. For this study, the target population might be ex

pressed as all owners of four-wheel, off-road vehicles using their ve

hicles for off-road outdoor recreation. The term, "off-road vehicle," 

included reconstructed recreation vehicles designed for off-road use 

and four-wheel drive recreation vehicles. 

The sample population is the population from which the study 

respondents were chosen. The sample population in this study was 
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Tucson owners of four-wheel, off-road vehicles using them for off-road, 

outdoor recreation. 

The sample unit identifies the specific unit sampled. In this 

case, the sample unit was the owner of a four-wheel, off-road vehicle 

used for off-road, outdoor recreation. 

The sample frame refers to the specific list from which respond

ent's names were drawn. The sample frame was constructed by sorting 

desired vehicles from a master list of motor vehicles registered with 

the Pima County auto license bureau. Vehicles with commercial licenses 

were excluded as were vehicles registered to a business. The desired 

off-road recreation vehicles were difficult to distinguish from other 

vehicles in the listings due to the method of recording vehicle regis

tration information. The sorting method was not completely thorough, 

and undoubtedly some vehicles were unintentionally excluded from the 

list. All major makes of manufactured four-wheel drive recreation 

vehicles, however, were represented on the sample frame. 

A stratified random sample was drawn to separate manufactured 

from reconstructed vehicles. This procedure was chosen since 1,768 

manufactured vehicles and only 145 reconstructed vehicles were present 

in the sample frame. A pretest of the questionnaire and previous re

search experience suggested that these two groups would have different 

use patterns and activity preferences. The sample size for each of the 

two strata was determined from the formula (Cochran 1967): 
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2 
t PQ 

^ 

1+1/tt  ̂- 1 
d 

P = 0.50 Q = 0.50 maximum variance for a binomially 
distributed variable 

t = 1.96 for o/ - 0.05 and df —• a 

d = 0.10 precision 

N a 1,768 manufactured vehicle owners in the sample frame 
m 

N = 145 reconstructed vehicle owners in the sample frame 
n 

n  = 9 1  m a n u f a c t u r e d  v e h i c l e  o w n e r  i n t e r v i e w s  r e q u i r e d  
m 

n  = 5 8  r e c o n s t r u c t e d  v e h i c l e  o w n e r  i n t e r v i e w s  r e q u i r e d  
n 

Actual number of interviews obtained: 
100 manufactured vehicle owners 
60 reconstructed vehicle owners 

Respondents were first sent introductory letters. Personal 

contact was then made to confirm that the vehicle owned was used for 

off-road recreation and, if so, to set an appointment for an interview. 

The sample frame was not entirely usable since 25.87<> of the vehicle 

owners who were sent letters could not be located. The vehicle regis

tration list was a year old by the time actual field work began because 

the vehicle license bureau needed six months to transfer vehicle regis

tration to computer tapes. Of the initial personal contacts made, 9.9% 

did not take their vehicles off sedan roads and 6.8% refused to be 

interviewed. 



CHAPTER III 

VEHICLE USE PATTERNS 

This chapter deals with the first study objective. The use 

patterns are described with respect to the history and nature of in

volvement in off-road activity, frequency and location of trips taken, 

and recreation activities pursued on off-road trips. To aid in apply

ing confidence limits to data results, Table 1 (Cochran 1967) is in-

eluded. 

Table 1. Normal approximation to the confidence limits. 

Selected values for a 
binomial distribution 

957» confidence limits for 
p values by vehicle type 

Manufactured Reconstructed 

0.50 0.101 0.107 

0.40 0.099 0.105 

0.30 0.093 0.099 

0.20 0.081 0.087 

History and Nature of Involvement 

The recreationist's history and nature of involvement in off-

road vehicle activity is presented in terms of years of experience in 

the activity, membership in off-road vehicle clubs, type of terrain 

43 
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most often traveled over, vehicle preference, family involvement, and 

vehicle modification. 

As shown in Table 2, almost one-third of the respondents had 

been involved in off-road vehicle recreational activity less than three 

years. This large proportion of newcomers to the activity is an in

dication of the growth that is taking place. Knowing the number of 

recreationists that drop out of off-road activity every year would add 

substance to a prediction of growth in off-road vehicle recreation. 

An estimated 52% of the owners of reconstructed vehicles had 

been involved in the activity less than three years as compared to 20% 

of the owners of manufactured vehicles. The number of reconstructed 

vehicles thus appears to be growing at a faster rate than their manu

factured vehicle counterpart. If this trend continues, the complexion 

of off-road vehicle activity in southern Arizona is likely to change 

along with the type of vehicle on the landscape. 

Table 2. Years of experience. 

Question A-l. How long have you been actively engaged in recreational 
activity with an off-road vehicle? 

Years 
•All 

respondents 
Vehicle type 

Manufactured Reconstructed 

0-2.9 

3.0-8.0 

8.1-66.0 

% of 160 

31.9 

36.9 

31.2 

% of 100 

20 

43 

37 

% of 60 

51.7 

26.7 

21 .6  



All but two respondents owning manufactured vehicles preferred 

them over the reconstructed type. Thirty percent of the reconstructed 

vehicle owners expressed desire ultimately to own a manufactured four-

wheel drive vehicle. Thus, the growth in numbers of reconstructed rel

ative to manufactured vehicles shown in Table 2 may be somewhat offset 

in the future by a possible transfer from reconstructed to manufactured 

vehicle ownership. 

Nine percent of the respondent owners of manufactured vehicles 

were members of the Tucson Four Wheelers, an off-road vehicle club, 

and 11.7% of the respondent owners of reconstructed vehicles belonged 

to the Tucson Sand Buggy Association. Club membership was not used in 

data stratification since only 10% of the respondents had ever been 

members of organized vehicle clubs. The members of these clubs realize 

that detrimental vehicle activity infringes on other land uses and 

could cause closure of lands to all recreational vehicles. Any attempt 

they may make to educate the entire Tucson population 01" off-road ve

hicle users as to proper off-road conduct is a formidable task since 

their membership is a small minority of the total population. 

As shown in Table 3, a majority of respondents traveled most 

often over jeep trails. A jeep trail is any four-wheel vehicle trail 

not designed for sedan travel. The proportion of vehicles most often 

traveling over sand dunes or cinder hills would probably be much higher 

if such terrain were available closer to Tucson. The typical terrain 

for off-road travel most easily accessible to Tucson residents is the 

dry river beds and washes running through the city itself. Several 
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Table 3. Most frequented terrain. 

Question A-3. Which of the following do you most often travel over 
with your vehicle? 

Terrain 
All Vehicle type 

Terrain 
respondents Manufactured Reconstructed 

% of 160 7o of 100 7o of 60 

Sand dunes or 7 0 fi 7 
cinder hills 

J « / L o. / 

Jeep trails 67.5 83 41.7 

Dry river beds 
or washes 

14.4 7 26.7 

Cross country 
with no trails 

3.7 3 5.0 

Poc-nnnrl(=>n f <3 rhnnsinc 

more than one 10.7 5 19.9 
terrain 

of these areas are being closed to vehicle travel so that availability 

of this type of terrain near Tucson is diminishing. It is important 

to note that only 5% of the reconstructed vehicle owners and 37<> of the 

manufactured vehicle owners travel most often cross country while on 

off-road excursions. 

As Table 4 shows, 457= of the respondents considered their 

families to be very involved in their off-road vehicle activity. Sev

eral families expressed to me the fellowship and adventure they had 

experienced while on vehicle outings. Family involvement is greater 

among owners of manufactured than reconstructed vehicles. The manu

factured vehicle is better adapted for family outings since it 
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Table 4. Family involvement. 

Question A-9. How involved is your family with your off-
recreational activities? 

road vehicle 

Family All Vehicle type 
involvement respondents Manufactured Reconstructed 

% of 160 % of 100 % of 60 

Very 45.0 50 36.7 

Moderately 23.8 22 26.7 

Slightly 31.2 28 36.7 

generally carries more passengers and cargo and is equipped with more 

safety features than is the typical sand buggy (Peine 1969). 

Vehicle modification to improve performance is a frequent ac

tivity for 40%. of the reconstructed vehicle owners as opposed to 14% 

of the manufactured vehicle owners (Appendix B, Table B-l). Recon

structed vehicle owners appear more mechanically oriented since 72% of 

them did most of the modification of their vehicles themselves as op

posed to only 277» of the manufactured vehicle owners (Table B-l). Over 

two-thirds of the owners of reconstructed vehicles had built their 

vehicles, indicating their mechanical aptitude. 

Vehicle-Activity-Land Stratification 

The vehicle-activity~land concept presented in Chapter I, pages 

3 and 4, is believed to affect vehicle use patterns and is used to 

stratify use pattern data. Respondents were placed in this stratifica

tion by virtue of response to the first portion of question 11 of 



Section A, where they ranked, in declining order of preference, a list 

of recreational activities often pursued on an off-road trip. The 

first preference activity, usually pursued on a much higher percentage 

of off-road trips than lower ranked activities, determined the place

ment of each respondent into one of the three strata: vehicle, activ

ity, or land. 

The breakdown of recreational activities by the vehicle-

activity-land oriented strata is shown in Table 5. Forty seven percent 

of the respondents owning reconstructed vehicles were vehicle oriented, 

whereas 707<> of the manufactured vehicle owners were activity oriented. 

Frequency of Trips 

The grand mean of ott-road trips taken per month for all re

spondents was 2.05, as shown in Table 6. Reconstructed vehicle owners 

averaged almost twice as many trips per month as their manufactured ve

hicle counterparts. Only 87» of the owners of reconstructed vehicles 

averaged fewer than one trip a month as opposed to 457= of the owners of 

manufactured vehicles. 

Results for this question were strongly influenced by five re

sponses. These five respondents claimed to go on off-road trips five 

to ten times more often than the average respondent. Three of these 

respondents were owners of reconstructed vehicles in the vehicle ori

ented stratum. Two claimed to average 20 off-road trips per month. A 

fourth owner of a reconstructed vehicle in the land oriented stratum 

claimed to average 20 off-road trips per month. Although his first 

preference activity was driving to see the country, his second was 
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Table 5, Activities ranked first in preference. 

. Ranking activity first preference 
£̂ (2, tl V1.1 i 6 S 

Combined Manufactured Reconstructed 

% of 160 % of 100 % of 60 

Vehicle oriented 

Challenging terrain 11.9 6 21.6 

Work on vehicle 6.2 2 13.3 

Compare performance 5.0 1 11.7 

Subtotal 23.1 9 46.6 

Activity oriented 

Hunt 31.8 43 13.3 

Explore 7.5 11 1.7 

Fish 5.6 9 0 

Rock hound 1.9 2 1.7 

All others 4.4 5 3.3 

Subtotal 51.2 70 20.0 

Land oriented 

See countryside 17.5 14 23.4 

Camp 5.6 5 6.7 

Picnic 2.5 2 3.3 

Subtotal 25.6 21 33.4 
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Table 6. Frequency of off-road trips. 

Question A-5. How many off-road trips do you average per month? If it 
is less than one a month, how many trips per year? 

Variable n X S,E- s2 % per month 
of X <1 1 >1 

Grand mean 160 2.05 0.22 8.27 31 32 

Vehicle type 
Manufactured 100 1.57 0.20 4.01 45 27 
Reconstructed 60 2.84 0.90 53.83 8 40 

Type of vehicle owner 
Vehicle 37 ' 3.12 0.60 13.44 
Activity 82 . 1.41 0.17 2.49 
Land 41 2.35 0.53 11.10 

Terrain most often 
traveled 
Sand dunes 6 1.69 0.33 0.64 
T . - . 4 • 1 ^ j e e p  u t a i i o  i nc ^ w v 1.81 0.24 5.89 
Dry river beds 23 l! 72 0.28 1 . 9 5  
Cross country 6 6.89 3.46 71.76 

Years in off-road 
activity 
Less than 3 51 2.13 0.54 14.71 
3 to less than 9 59 1.42 0.13 0.99 
9 or more 50 2.15 0.43 9.63 

37 

28 
52 

Family involvement 
Very 
Moderately 
Fairly 

72 2.17 0.32 7.23 
38 2.08 0.63 14.98 
50 1.84 0.32 5.09 

Key: 

X __ mean number of off-road trips per month 
S.E. of X standard error of mean 
2 
s variance 

<1 less than one off-road trip per month 
1 one off-road trip per month 

>1 more than one off-road trip per month 



driving the vehicle over challenging trails or terrain, his third was 

comparing the performance of his vehicle with others, and his fifth 

preference activity was working on the vehicle. The fifth respondent 

owned a four-wheel drive vehicle and averaged 15 to 20 off-road trips 

per month. He was a hunting guide and had traveled extensively over a 

majority of the state. He was in the activity oriented stratum. 

The frequency of trips data, stratified by type of terrain most 

often traveled, illustrates the situation. Of the six respondents 

stating they most often traveled cross country with their vehicles, one 

respondent averaged 15 trips per month, and a second averaged 20 trips 

per month. Thus, the combined average of the six responses to the fre

quency of trips question was inflated. The other three respondents 

with a high average number of off-road trips per month fell in the jeep 

trail category. 

The vehicle-activity-land orientation stratification of fre

quency of trips was not as much affected by the high responses as were 

other variable stratifications since each category included at least 

one of the five respondents. The vehicle oriented recreationist aver

aged 2.21 times as many trips as the activity oriented recreationist. 

The land oriented recreationist averaged 1,66 times as many off-road 

trips as the activity oriented recreationist. Another way to interpret 

the data is to suggest that the total number of trips per month is very 

similar among the three strata since 37 vehicle oriented recreationists 

times 3.12 trips per month is approximately equal to 82 activity ori

ented recreationists times 1.41 trips per month, which is close to 
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being equal to 41 land oriented recreationists times 2.35 trips per 

month. In terms of the number of off-road trips taken, the landscape 

is used equally by vehicle, activity, and land oriented recreationists. 

Frequency of trip data, stratified by first ranked activity, is 

shown in Table 7. For the manufactured vehicle group, respondents who 

ranked the activity "driving the vehicle over challenging trails or 

terrain" first in preference took the largest number of off-road trips 

per month. Five activity strate of the reconstructed vehicle camp had 

Table 7. Frequency of trips by first ranked activity. 

Activity 
Frequency of off-road trips per month 

Activity 
n 
•Combined-

X SEX 
M 

n X n 
' R — 

X 

Vehicle oriented 
Challenging terrain 19 3.41 0.92 6 3.08 13 3.56 
Compare performance 9 3.81 1.46 1 1.25 7 4.13 

Activity oriented 
Hunt 52 1.39 0.32 44 1.35 8 1.58 
Explore 12 1.50 0.29 11 1.54 1 1.00 
Fish 9 1.26 0.21 9 1.26 0 
Rock hound 3 1.33 0.37 2 1.00 1 2.00 

Land oriented 
See countryside 29 2.41 0.71 14 1.89 15 2.90 
Camp 7 1.23 0.29 4 0.90 3 1.67 
Picnic 3 1.58 1.32 2 0.37 1 4.00 

Key: 

M manufactured 
R _ reconstructed 
SEX standard error of the mean 
X mean 
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a higher average number of trips per month than did the second highest 

activity of the manufactured vehicle group. 

The activities yielding the highest averages for the recon

structed vehicle group were the vehicle oriented activities: comparing 

performance of the vehicle against others, and driving the vehicle over 

challenging trails or terrain. The next highest averages were among 

the land oriented activities: driving to see the countryside and pic

nicking. 

Location of Trips 

Respondents located on a map all of the trips they had taken 

off the road with their vehicles. Of the multitude of areas listed, 

10 popular areas ottering a variety ot topograpny, vegetation, climate, 

recreational opportunity, and distance from Tucson were selected for 

analysis. The areas are located and numbered 1 through 10 in Figures 

3 and 4. Stratifications of respondents visiting these areas are pre

sented in Table 8. 

Respondents visited an average of 3.41 of the 10 selected 

areas. Land oriented respondents had a slightly higher average number 

of areas visited than did vehicle or activity oriented respondents. As 

would be expected, the longer a respondent had been involved in off-road 

vehicle activity, the more areas he had visited. Respondents averaging 

less than one off-road trip a month had visited fewer areas than those 

averaging more trips per month. Six respondents had not visited any of 

the 10 selected areas. Five of those six averaged less than one off-

road trip per month. 
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Figure 3. Selected areas 1 through 7 for Location of Trips section. 

Map donated by Chevron Oil Company, Tucson, Arizona, 1972. 
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Figure 4. Selected areas 8 through 10 for Location of Trips 
section. 

Map donated by Chevron Oil Company, Tucson, Arizona, 
1972. 



Table 8. Areas visited. 

Question A-6. Please mark with an "X", on the maps provided, the location of 
all the trips you have taken off-thc-road with your vehicle(s). 

— S.E. „2 Areas 
ar n of X None 123456789 10 

7o of respondents visiting 160 6 32 44 43 21 43 46 39 39 14 27 
# of respondents visiting 160 3.41 0.17 4 51 71 69 33 69 73 63 46 22 43 

# of respondents visiting areas 
Type of vehicle 76. 6 

Manufactured 100 3.66 0.22 12 47 44 26 52 57 52 39 8 28 
Reconstructed 60 2.92 0.23 1 39 24 25 7 17 16 11 7 14 15 

Type of vehicle owner 73. 5 
Vehicle 37 2.95 0.37 1 26 11 13 5 9 9 10 4 11 9 
Activity 82 3.51 0.22 10 42 36 20 44 46 41 20 2 20 
Land 41 3.52 0.34 1 15 18 20 8 16 18 12 12 9 14 

Years in off-road activity 40. 9 
Less than 3 51 2.45 0.24 1 27 17 19 8 12 15 10 4 5 8 
3 to less than 9 59 2.68 0.40 2 16 32 23 12 27 28 25 22 7 17 
9 or more 50 5.11 0.29 3 8 22 27 13 30 30 28 20 10 18 

Trips per month 18. 1 
Less than 1 50 2.46 0.25 5 13 16 17 11 17 19 14 9 4 8 
1 50 3.72 0.27 0 15 21 23 9 24 26 24 19 8 16 
More than 1 60 3.87 0.29 1 23 34 29 13 28 28 25 18 10 19 

Key 
X - mean_number of areas visited 
S.E. of X - standard error of mean 

^ 2 
X^ - Contingency Chi-square; tabular values X^q = 18.31, X^q = 31.41 where a = 0.05 
Areas - area numbers correspond to Figure 3. 
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Area 1 includes vacant lots, dry river beds, and washes used by 

off-road vehicles within and on the periphery of the Tucson city lim

its. Of the 51 respondents that had visited this area at least once, 

51% were vehicle oriented recreationists. Area 1 was the only area that 

had been visited by more respondents with less than three years exper

ience in off-road activity than by respondents with nine or more years 

experience in off-road activity. 

Area 2 is popularly called the Redington Pass area and harbors 

an extensive network of vehicle trails through Sonoran desert vegeta

tion and the grassland foothills of the Rincon Mountains. Seventy-one 

respondents had visited this area. Fifty-one percent of the activity 

oriented, 447. of the land oriented, and 307» of the vehicle oriented 

recreationists had visited the area. Area 3 includes the sparsely pop

ulated north and west side of the Santa Catalina mountain range and has 

been visited by 437° of the population. More land oriented recreation

ists visited this area than any other designated area. Area 4, visited 

by 33 respondents, is located in a dense stand of Sonoran desert vege

tation which blends into a highly developed agricultural area in Avra 

Valley. 

Farther from Tucson, 69 respondents visited Area 5 which in

cludes the rolling Canelo Hills and several ghost towns. Area 6 in

cludes the foothills on the east side of the Santa Rita mountain range. 

This area was visited by the largest number of respondents and by the 

highest percentage of activity oriented recreationists. The country

side in Area 7 is similar to that in Areas 5 and 6, as is the number of 



respondents that had visited those areas. Area 8 is commonly referred 

to as the White Mountain area and includes numerous developed recrea

tion areas at high elevations in ponderosa pine near or on lakes and 

trout streams. The sand dunes area near Yuma, Area 9, was visited by 

the fewest number of respondents. Half of the respondents that had 

visited this area were vehicle oriented recreationists. Only two of 

the 82 activity oriented vehicle owners had visited this area. The 

vast majority of respondent off-road trips in Mexico, Area 10, were 

along the east coast of the Gulf of California with some travel down 

Baja California. Vehicle and activity oriented recreationists were 

equally represented in this area, but a slightly higher proportion of 

land oriented recreationists had visited this area. 

To gain a more complete picture of off-road vehicle areas of 

interest to recreationists, respondents were asked to locate no more 

than five areas, unfamiliar to them, which they would like to visit in 

the future. These results are presented in Table B-2 of Appendix B. 

Respondents located an average of 2.71 new areas they wished to visit. 

This figure did not differ much between the manufactured-reconstructed 

vehicle owners, by length of time in off-road activity, or by average 

number of trips per month. The largest difference occurred between the 

vehicle, activity, land orientation strata. Land oriented recreation

ists were slightly more interested in visiting new areas than were ve

hicle or activity oriented recreationists. 

The average number of new areas respondents wishes to visit, 

2.71, seemed low considering the variety, of areas available for use in 
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Arizona and that respondents visited an average of only 3.41 of the 10 

selected popular off-road areas. Recreationists in the activity less 

than three years had a slightly lower average number of future areas 

they wished to visit than the recreationists in the activity more than 

nine years. The data suggest that the average respondent is not an 

adventurous soul looking for new areas to explore and experience. 

Surely this element exists for some, however, since 28% of the respond

ents marked five new areas they wishes to visit in the future, the max

imum allowed in the question. 

Activity Patterns 

The recreational activity of working on the vehicle, hopefully, 

•  .  a .  i  i  •  1  r  r  1 . *  .  i  <  .  •  •  .  •  .  .  J.O UUL pUL 5UCU WU11C Oil ciU Ull-lUclU L L 1 p , bO LU±S dtLlVliy i. b 11UL J_ll — 

eluded in information obtained about specific activities pursued on 

off-road trips. Respondents were asked this series of questions about 

their first three ranked activities, excluding working on the vehicle. 

A respondent, for instance, ranking working on the vehicle first is 

asked questions about his second, third, and fourth ranked activity. 

Table 9 shows the distribution of activities when the first 

three ranked activities are listed, excluding working on the vehicle. 

Discussion of the data pertaining to these trip activities will be pre

sented on individual activity basis. 

In question 12 of Section A, the respondent located his favor

ite area, most frequented area, and the area he felt was best for pur

suing each of his first three ranked off-road excursion activities. 

Responses to this question are presented by activity in Appendix C. 
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Table 9. First three ranked activity preferences excluding the activ
ity "working on the vehicle". 

Activities 
Combined M R 

Activities # 7<> of 
160 

# % of 
100 

# 7» of 
60 

Hunt 88 55.0 69 69 19 31.7 

See countryside 79 49.4 43 43 36 60.0 

Challenging terrain 52 32.5 18 18 34 56.7 

Camp 42 26.3 30 30 12 20.0 

Fish 36 22.5 27 27 9 15.0 

Explore 33 20.6 25 25 8 13.3 

Picnic 31 19.4 19 19 12 20.0 

Comparing performance 20 12.5 3 3 17 28.4 

Wildlife observation 18 11.2 13 13 5 8.3 

Photography 18 11.2 13 13 5 8.3 

Rock hound 9 5.6 6 6 3 5.0 

Bird watch 3 1.8 3 3 0 0 

Prospect 2 1.2 1 1 1 1.7 

Shell collect 2 1.2" .1 1 1 1.7 

Indian trade 1 0.6 1 1 0 0 

Artifact hound 1 0.6 0 0 1 1.7 

Boy Scout 1 0.6 1 1 0 0 

Sail 1 0.6 1 1 0 0 

Dive 1 0.6 0 0 1 1.7 

Research for book 1 0.6 1 1 0 0 

Key: 
M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table 10 shows data compiled from Section B of the question

naire in which respondents indicated the importance of an opportunity 

to pursue other specific recreation activities while on an off-road 

trip in which a designated activity was the main purpose of the trip. 

The data were compiled in the same manner utilized to compile the Ve

hicle Attraction Index Profile. Numerical weights assigned to the five 

importance levels were added and the mean weights determined. These 

means were then considered the consensus of opinion of the participat

ing respondents. For example, respondents answering the questions in 

Section B for a trip in which camping was the main purpose, considered 

the opportunity to visit historical attractions to be fairly important; 

thus the value 2.00 was assigned. They considered the opportunity to 

rock hound to be less than of little importance while on their camping 

trip. When the main purpose of the trip was hunting, the opportunity 

to camp and observe wildlife was considered to be a bit more than 

fairly important. Opportunity to pursue all other activities while on 

a hunting trip was considered to be of little or no importance. 

Hunting 

Table B-3 of Appendix B contains question 11, Section A, data 

for hunting. Hunting was the activity most frequently given a first, 

second, or third preference rank. Sixty-one percent of the 88 respond

ents ranking hunting as a trip activity considered it to be their first 

preference for an activity on an off-road trip. Respondents ranking 

this activity first were defined as members of the activity oriented 

recreationist stratum. This percentage of first ranking was much 



Table 10. Combinations of activities pursued on vehicle outings. 

Section B. Respondents indicated the importance of opportunity to pursue recreational 
activities while on a trip in which a specific activity was the main purpose 
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See countryside 79 37 0.57 1.15 1.75 1. 96 1.58 1.47 2. 09 1.51 2. 35 0.80 0.53 
Trails or terrain 52 48 3.02 2.02 1.50 1. 46 1.38 1.15 1. 67 1.04 1. 54 0.52 0.27 
Competition 20 45 3.00 3.40 1.30 1. 05 1.15 1.15 1. 00 0.85 1. 30 0.30 0.15 
Camp 42 24 1.07 0.31 3.33 2. 50 1.76 2.12 2. 00 1.52 2. 19 0.93 0.69 

Picnic 31 13 0.84 0.26 2.03 3. 29 1.19 1.29 1. 87 1.10 2. 00 0.97 0.32 
Hunt 88 61 0.80 0.27 2.13 1. 01 3.61 1.55 0. 87 0.80 2. 25 0.51 0.24 
Fish 36 22 0.50 0.14 2.25 1. 72 1.53 3.53 1. 36 0.86 1. 75 0.56 0.22 
Explore 33 36 0.79 0.33 1.42 1. 61 . 0.73 0.58 2. 97 1.48 1. 27 0.94 0.39 
Photography 18 0 0.89 0.33 1.44 1. 22 0.44 0.83 2. 39 3.61 2. 50 0.72 1.39 
Wildlife 18 0 0.50 0.28 1.61 1. 22 1.22 0.94 1. 00 2.28 3. 44 0.39 1.78 
Rock hound 9 33 0.78 0.11 1.56 1. 11 0.67 0.33 2. 00 1.78 1. 56 3.67 0.78 
Bird watch 3 33 0 0 1.00 . 1. 33 0 0 0. 33 2.67 2. 67 0 3.33 

Key to weights: 0 - not important 
1 - little important 
2 - fairly important 
3 - very important 
4 - extremely important 
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higher a proportion than for any other activity. Thirty-four percent 

of the entire respondent population considered hunting their most pref

erable off-road excursion activity. 

Sixty-nine percent of owners of manufactured vehicles, as op

posed to only 327o of owners of reconstructed vehicles, ranked hunting 

in the top three ranked preference categories. Manufactured vehicle 

owners hunted during a higher percentage of their off-road trips than 

did reconstructed vehicle owners. The preference ranks were reflected 

in the percentage of off-road trips in which hunting was pursued: 69% 

for the first rank manufactured vehicle owners vs. 217» for the third 

rank manufactured vehicle owners. Similar proportions are in evidence 

for reconstructed vehicle owners. 

Fall was the season hunting was most often pursued. Eighty-nine 

percent of the hunters agreed on that point. This response was to be 

expected since fall is the season when most game species are legal to 

hunt. 

The average number of vehicles per hunting party was slightly 

higher for the owners of reconstructed vehicles. On an average trip, 

the respondent was accompanied by two passengers. Sixty percent of the 

respondents related that at least some of the passengers with them were 

family members. 

Favorite, most frequented, and best hunting areas are presented 

in Table C-l of Appendix C. A majority of the respondents who ranked 

hunting as one of their three most preferred activities listed the same 

area for their favorite and most frequented hunting areas. Southeast 



and northwest of Patagonia, Area 16 and Area 13, were the areas most 

frequently mentioned. No attempt was made to identify the game animals 

that respondents hunted at these areas. This made answering the ques

tion difficult for some respondents who had a different favorite area 

for each game species. Individual areas that respondents located on 

the map seldom harbor equal numbers of various types of game. Respond

ents mentioned hunting quail, duck, javelina, deer, bear, mountain 

lion, rattlesnake, and coyote. 

Driving to See the Countryside 

Driving to see the countryside was the second most popular ac

tivity pursued by respondents. Popularity here refers to the number of 

responderits who ranked the cn-tivity flioL, iecunii, w Lliiiu piefeience, 

as shown in Table B-4. Fewer manufactured vehicle owners ranked this 

activity as first preference than hunting as first preference rank. The 

opposite was true, however, for reconstructed vehicle owners. 

As shown in Table 10, the opportunity to explore historical at

tractions and to observe wildlife were considered fairly important when 

the primary purpose of the trip was driving to see the countryside. 

Picnicking received a score almost equivalent to fairly important. 

Driving to see the countryside was pursued on an average of 607« 

of the off-road trips of all participating respondents. Respondents 

ranking this activity first were defined as members of the land oriented 

recreationist stratum. The manufactured vehicle owners ranking this 

activity first indicated the activity was pursued on 79% of their off-

road trips, while the reconstructed vehicle owners who ranked 
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this activity first pursued the activity on 737» of their off-road 

trips. 

No one season could be singled out as being the most popular 

for this activity. The average number of vehicles in the respondents' 

parties while driving to see the countryside was slightly higher for 

reconstructed than manufactured vehicle owners. A majority of vehicle 

owners pursuing this activity were loners and did not travel with other 

vehicles. However, driving to see the countryside is also a favorite 

vehicle club activity (Peine 1969). Respondents ranking this activity 

first, second, or third preference, who were also club members, re

ported an average of 4.6 7 vehicles in their party. Respondents on a 

trip driving to see the countryside were accompanied by an average of 

1.89 passengers. Seventy percent of the respondents indicated that 

some family members were among their passengers on trips to see the 

countryside. 

The distributions of respondents' favorite, most frequented, 

and considered best areas for driving to see the countryside (Table 

C-2, Appendix C) revealed different use patterns for manufactured vs. 

reconstructed vehicle owners. For the manufactured vehicle group, the 

Redington Pass area, Area 8, appeared to be the most frequently men

tioned favorite and most frequented area. The norht side of the Cata-

lina mountain range, Area 6, and northwest of Patagonia, Area 13, were 

also frequently cited areas. The ponderosa pine country in the White 

Mountains northeast of Tucson, Areas F-7,8 and G-7,8, was most often 

considered the best area for driving to see the countryside. Baja 
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California, and the east coast of the Gulf of California were mentioned 

several times for this activity. 

The distribution of reconstructed vehicle owner responses was 

much more diverse. The largest concentration of response centered 

around Area 7, the Tucson vicinity. Dry river beds and washes skirting 

the metropolitan area were frequently cited. Little response was re

corded south of .Tucson. The Catalina Mountains and Redington Pass 

areas were not as popular. 

Driving the Vehicle Over 
Challenging Trails or Terrain 

Driving the vehicle over challenging trails or terrain was the 

third most popular activity pursued by respondents (Table B-5). Sixty-

five percent of the respondents ranking this activity first, second, or 

third were owners of reconstructed vehicles. More than half of the, 

owners of reconstructed vehicles interviewed ranked this activity 

first. Respondents ranking this activity first were defined as members 

of the vehicle oriented recreationist stratum. 

As indicated in Table 10, respondents on a trip whose main pur

pose was driving the vehicle over challenging trails and terrain were 

most interested in the opportunities to pursue the activities of test

ing driving ability and testing their vehicle performance against 

others. 

Driving the vehicle over challenging trails or terrain was pur

sued on a higher percentage of off-road trips, 61, than any other ac

tivity except driving to see the countryside. 



No particular season was singled out as being the most popular 

for driving the vehicle over challenging trails or terrain. The aver

age number of vehicles in the party was considerably higher for this 

activity than for hunting or driving to see the countryside, but the 

average number of passengers was less. Manufactured vehicle owners 

were accompanied by a slightly higher average number of passengers than 

reconstructed vehicle owners. This trend occurred also in the activi

ties of hunting and driving to see the countryside. 

A much larger percentage, 78, of owners of manufactured than 

reconstructed vehicles, 477», indicated that some of their passengers 

were family members. This may be partially explained by the fact that 

fewer manufactured vehicle owners were vehicle oriented. Their rough 

terrain driving may be a part of a family trip and less of a test of ve

hicle performance that it may be for reconstructed vehicle owners. 

The distribution of favorite, most visited, and best areas for 

driving over challenging trails or terrain is shown on Table C-3. For 

seven manufactured vehicle owners, Redington Pass, Area 8, was their 

most frequented area. Dry river beds and washes adjacent to the Tucson 

city limits, Area 7, and the Yuma sand dunes, Area H-l, were cited as 

most frequented areas by owners of reconstructed vehicles for this ac

tivity. Baja California was cited by reconstructed -vehicle owners 

several times as the best place to pursue this activity. The nature of 

the Redington Pass area limits travel primarily to vehicle trails, 

whereas dry river beds and the Yuma sand dunes allow vehicles more 

freedom of movement and permit travel at higher speeds. Previous 
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discussion touched on the subject of how the physical characteristics 

of these two basic types of off-road vehicles lend themselves to very 

different types of off-road terrain. Table C-3 illustrates this dif

ference. 

Camping 

Camping was the fourth most popular off-road excursion activity 

(Table B-6). Only 16.7% of the owners of manufactured vehicles who 

ranked camping high considered it their first ranked activity. Re

spondents giving it their first preference rank were members of the land 

oriented recreationist stratum. 

Data in Table 10 indicate that many other activities were im

portant to vehicle i.'cC.iectLiuiii&Ls un a camping crip. Having an oppor

tunity while on a camping trip to explore historic attractions, picnic, 

fish, and observe wildlife were all rated between fairly and very im

portant. Camping, then, was presumably pursued in conjunction with 

other activities. 

Camping was pursued on a lower percentage of the respondents' 

total number of off-road trips than were the three previously discussed 

activities. This is to be expected since camping is necessarily a two-

day activity. 

No one season was predominantly mentioned as the most popular 

for camping. Seven of the 14 respondents reporting fall as the season 

they most often camped also listed hunting as one of their three most 

preferred off-road activities. Three of the four winter campers were 

also hunters. 



Most campers were loners. Fifty-eight percent of the respond

ents ranking camping first, second, or third camp with only one vehicle 

in the party. Owners of reconstructed vehicles had a higher average 

number of vehicles in the party, but more passengers were present in 

the manufactured vehicles. The average number of passengers per vehi

cle for camping trips was the highest of any activity. As before, the 

owners of manufactured vehicles brought along a higher average number 

of passengers on their trips. Seventy-nine percent of the camping re

spondents indicated at least some of their passengers usually on a 

camping trip were family members. This.high percentage is third, after 

the activities of fishing and picnicking. Camping appears to be very 

much a family activity. A higher percentage of manufactured than re

constructed vehicle owners claimed family members among their camping 

passengers. 

In Table C-4, the distribution for favorite, most frequented, 

and best areas for camping shows a uniformity of distribution between 

manufactured and reconstructed vehicle owners. Most popular areas in

cluded the north side of the Catalina Mountains, Area 6; Redington Pass, 

Area 8; east of Patagonia, Area 16; and the White Mountains, Areas 

F-7,8 and G-7,8. A few more areas were cited on the coast of the Gulf 

of California in Mexico. The number of respondents citing the White 

Mountains was significant since it is a fairly long distance from 

Tucson. This is understandable since camping is an overnight activity. 

Relative to the three other activities previously discussed, there were 

few scattered areas located far from the popular areas. 
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Fishing 

Fishing was the fifth most popular activity pursued on off-road 

trips (Table B-7). Seventy-five percent of the respondents ranking 

fishing among their top three activities were owners of manufactured 

vehicles. The eight respondents ranking fishing first were members of 

the activity oriented recreationist stratum. 

As seen in Table 10, the opportunity to camp was the only ac

tivity that respondents considered fairly important while on a fishing 

trip. Fishing was pursued on an average of only 297» of all off-road 

trips taken by respondents interested in fishing. There are few fish

ing spots in southern Arizona, so a fishing trip for a Tucson resident 

means a fairly lengthy excursion with the vehicle. Spring and summer 

were most often cited as the seasons when fishing was most often pur

sued. In the Southwest, water anywhere is considered a haven from the 

summer heat. Fishing in the high elevations of the White Mountains is 

a popular way for Tucsonans to beat the heat and enjoy a favorite 

sport. Fishing parties had the lowest average number of vehicles of 

any activity thus far discussed. The average number of passengers with 

these fishermen was exactly the same as that for hunters. The fishing 

activity was more of a family affair than was hunting. Eighty-nine 

percent of the respondents included family among their passengers on 

fishing trips. 

The figures of Table C-5 illustrate that fishing is limited to 

the trout streams in the White Mountain area, a few selected reservoirs, 

and the coast of the Gulf of California in Mexico. Coastal areas in 
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Mexico lend themselves well to light-weight, off-road vehicles. The 

ebb tide near Puerto Penasco is one of the longest in the world and ex

poses vast areas suitable for driving by the knowledgeable and cautious 

off-road vehicle user. 

Exploring Historical Attractions 

Exploring historical attractions was the sixth most popular ac

tivity pursued on off-road trips (Table B-8). The activity was actively 

pursued mostly by owners of manufactured vehicles. Those manufactured 

vehicle owners who ranked the activity a first preference pursued the 

activity in 657» of their off-road trips. Respondents ranking this ac

tivity first were members of the activity oriented recreationist 

sLraLum. 

The data shown in Table 10 are indicative of the fact that re

spondents on an exploring off-road trip have little or no interest in 

any other activities. Picnicking, rated only 1.61, had the highest ac

tivity value other than exploring. No particular season had a consen

sus as being the most popular for this activity. Most exploring 

respondents traveled with no other vehicles and with an average of more 

than two passengers. The activity had a high percentage of family par

ticipation with the manufactured vehicle camp being the more family 

oriented group. 

The favorite, most frequented, and best areas that respondents 

located for exploring (Table C-6) were very dispersed for both manu

factured and reconstructed groups. No areas in Mexico were listed for 

this activity. Arizona landscape includes a substantial wealth of 



historic and prehistoric attractions. Respondents were sometimes re

luctant to locate their favorite exploring areas for fear that public 

attention to it might ruin the historic attraction it holds. This 

situation has in fact occurred all too often to Arizona's monuments to 

history. 

Picnicking 

Picnicking was the seventh most popular off-road activity 

(Table B-9). Only four of the 31 respondents ranking the activity 

among their top three activity preferences considered it their first 

preference. Respondents ranking picnicking first were members of the 

land oriented recreationist stratum. 

Table 10 data snow that for the primary activity of picnicking 

the opportunity to observe wildlife and to camp were also important. 

The activity was pursued on 34% of the appropriate respondents' off-

road trips. This figure was lower than anticipated, especially for 

owners of manufactured vehicles but does not necessarily imply that few 

people eat while on off-road trips. The explanation for this low fig

ure may be one of definition. Respondents may have identified picnic 

with a rather elaborate outlay of food and drink spread out underneath 

a shady live oak tree. These recreationists may not consider their 

brown sack containing a sandwich and piece of fruit which they consume 

at a rest stop during the day to be a picnic. 

Respondents most often included picnicking as an activity with 

the vehicle in spring, summer, and fall. Only 22.67<> of the respondents 

related that there was no particular season they most often picnicked. 



For this activity, most owners of manufactured vehicles were 

loners, picnicking with only one vehicle in the party. Owners of re

constructed vehicles average 3.5 vehicles in their picnicking party. 

Together, both groups averaged 2.58 passengers per vehicle while on a 

picnic trip. 

Picnicking had the highest percentage of family participation o 

all the activities. Ninety-five percent of all owners of manufactured 

vehicles enjoying picnicking included family members among their pas

sengers. Picnicking is truly a family activity. 

Table C-7, showing the favorite, most visited, and best areas 

for picnicking, discloses that the Redington Pass area, Area 8, is the 

most often mentioned picnic area. The east side of the Santa Rita 

Mountains, Area 13, was the next most cited area. Except for a few lo

cations near Flagstaff, Area D-5, and in the White Mountains, Areas 

F-7,8 and G-7,8, the picnic areas were located in a relatively close 

proximity to Tucson. 

Comparing Performance 

Comparing performance was the eighth most popular off-road ac

tivity (Table B-10). Seventeen of the 20 respondents ranking this 

activity as first, second, or third preference were owners of recon

structed vehicles. The eight reconstructed vehicle owners and one 

manufactured vehicle owner ranking this activity first were members of 

the vehicle oriented recreationist stratum. 

Table 10 data indicate that the opportunity to test their 

driving ability, i.e., driving the vehicle over rugged trails or 
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terrain, was the only other activity in which vehicle competitors were 

interested. 

Respondents were comparing the performance of their vehicles 

with others on an average of 527» of their off-road trips. Seventy per

cent of the respondents indicated no particular season they most often 

pursued this activity. 

The average number of vehicles in the party comparing perform

ance was the highest for any off-road activity. This value was in

flated by respondents who most often were comparing performance of 

their vehicle with others at organized meets in which dozens of vehi

cles are entered. The average number of passengers in vehicle pursuing 

this activity was the lowest for any activity. As expected, this ac

tivity involves more vehicles but fewer passengers per vehicle and a 

low amount of family participation. 

As shown by Table C-8, this activity was confined to a few 

areas. The sand dunes near Yuma, Area H-l, is the area most frequently 

mentioned as the favorite area even though it is 255 miles from Tucson. 

The dry river beds and washes skirting the city limits and a vacant lot 

at First Street and River Road in town were the popular most frequented 

areas. A competition meet was regularly held near Mammoth, so that 

area drew some attention. 

The significant fact about this distribution was that few areas 

were cited. Recreationists interested in comparing performance were 

drawn to high use areas, presumably because they are looking for vehi

cles with which to compete. 



Wildlife Observation 

Wildlife observation was the ninth most popular off-road activ

ity (Table B-ll). No respondents ranked this activity as first prefer

ence. Eleven respondents ranked it third. Forty-four percent of the 

respondents ranking the activity second or third also ranked the activ

ity hunting first or second. Some respondents related informally that 

their observation of wildlife consisted of scouting areas for game be

fore the hunting season started. For them, it is presumed that there 

was more of a materialistic than aesthetic motive in observing wild

life. 

Table 10 data show that photography was the only activity con

sidered fairly important while observing wildlife. Respondents engaged 

in observing wildlife on 72% of their off-road trips. 

Ten of the 17 respondents ranking wildlife observation as sec

ond or third preference indicated there"was no particular season they 

most often pursued the activity. All six respondents naming fall as 

their favorite season to observe wildlife also ranked hunting as their 

first or second preference activity. Two hunters named spring and one 

winter and fall as their favorite seasons to observe wildlife. 

The average number of vehicles in the party observing wildlife 

was relatively high due to one respondent who claimed to have an aver

age of 15 vehicles in his party on a trip to observe wildlife. This 

respondent was in the vehicle oriented stratum and was a member of the 

Tucson Four Wheelers Club. Excluding this individual, the average num

ber of vehicles on a trip would be 1.09, the lowest for all activities 



thus far discussed. The average number of passengers with the respond

ents was between one and two. Over half of the respondents related 

that at least some of their passengers were family members. 

Table C-8, listing the favorite, most visited, and best areas 

for this activity, shows a great dispersion of areas. This distribu

tion is the complete opposite of the one for the activity, comparing 

performance of vehicles. There appears to be no common denominator for 

these areas in terms of terrain, vegetation, elevation, or distance 

from Tucson. 

Photography 

Photography was the tenth most popular off-road activity (Table 

B-12). No j. espouueui- iaiikeu uiis aci-iviLy a liiaL piefeience. Eleven 

respondents ranked it third. 

The data of Table 10 show that wildlife observation was the 

only activity rated fairly important for photography. Four respondents 

rated both photography and wildlife observation second or third. Four 

respondents rating photography second or third also rated driving to 

see the countryside first, second, or third. Respondents pursued this 

activity on 51% of their off-road trips. 

Seventy-eight percent of the respondents ranking photography 

second or third indicated no season in which they most often pursued 

the activity. 

The average number of vehicles in the party was an inflated 

value due to the same respondent that inflated the same figure for ob

servation of wildlife. If his average of 15 vehicles is removed from 
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the data, the overall average number of vehicles in the party becomes 

one. So this appears to be a loner activity. The average number of 

passengers with the respondents is the lowest of all activities. Only 

39% of the respondents indicated that at least some of their passengers 

were family members. 

The table of favorite, most visited, and best areas, Table C-8, 

shows that in Arizona the north side of the Catalina Mountains, Area 6, 

is the most popular area for photography. Several locations along the 

Gulf of California coastline in Mexico were cited for photography, as 

was Baja California. 



CHAPTER IV 

QUANTIFYING LAND AREA ATTRACTION POTENTIAL 

Quantifying land area attraction potential is discussed in 

terms of the Vehicle Attraction Index Profiles and the development of 

the site characteristic acceptability criteria. 

Vehicle Attraction Index Profiles 

Vehicle Attraction Index Profiles were developed for each ac

tivity according to the procedure outlined in Chapter II. Text discus

sion of profiles is limited to the ten activities that at least 107. of 

the respondent population ranked first, second, or third preference. 

The ten profiles are presented in Table 11. 

The completed profile presents an array of numbers which must 

be interpreted keeping several points in mind. A weight of 3.00 may or 

may not, in reality, be three times a weight of one. A weight of 3.00 

assigned to the remoteness site characteristic may or may not be as im

portant as a weight of 3.00 assigned to the site characteristic of no 

litter problem. The weight of 2.33 assigned to the remoteness site 

characteristic for the activity of driving the vehicle over challenging 

trails or terrain may or may not be equal to the weight of 2.35 as

signed remoteness for the activity of hunting. These relationships 

must be assumed valid in order to complete the study objective, but the 

question of their validity should be kept in mind when analyzing the 
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data and interpreting a Vehicle Attraction Index assigned a specific 

land area. 

All that is necessary to complete the attraction index quanti

fication is a knowledge of the average weights assigned site character

istics in the profiles. For academic and scientific reasons, however, 

it is interesting to look more closely at these mean weighted importance 

values. 

Table D-l in Appendix D shows the mean of the ten activity mean 

importance weights assigned each site characteristic. The use condi

tion group of site characteristics had the highest mean weight. "No 

litter problem" was the site characteristic with the highest mean 

weight, and "good opportunity to travel cross country" was the site 

characteristic with the lowest mean weight. This low weight might be 

ascribed to a reluctance of respondents to admit that cross country 

travel is important to them. At the time of the interviews, a bill re

ceiving much publicity was introduced in the Arizona state legislature 

which dealt with curtailing cross country vehicle travel. 

Another approach to interpreting the site characteristic 

weights is the sum and mean of the weights assigned the 20 site char

acteristics as shown in Table D-2 of Appendix D. The sum of the pro

file weights is a constant used in the formula for assigning a Vehicle 

Attraction Index to a specific area of land. The mean profile weight 

for each activity is indicative of how discriminating the recreation-

ists are of the entire spectrum of the landscape covered by the site 

characteristics. Land oriented activities had the three highest mean 



weights, suggesting that land oriented recreationists are the most dis

criminating group with respect to the landscape. 

Table D-3 shows three Vehicle Attraction Index Profiles strati

fied by vehicle type. The profiles shown are for the most popular ac

tivity for each of the vehicle, activity, and land respondent strata. 

Results of this stratification indicate no appreciable difference in 

weight distribution between manufactured and reconstructed vehicle 

owners. 

The profiles in Table 11 suggest that vehicle oriented recre

ationists preferred an area close to Tucson which afforded an opportun

ity to travel cross country and over several roug}} trails challenging 

to the vehicle. Vehicle oriented recreationists had little concern for 

noise from other vehicles. Respondents on a trip to compare vehicle 

performance were interested in being familiar with the area and having 

good roads to the area. Many competitor's pull vehicles on trailers to 

organized competition meets and a good access road is appreciated. Re

spondents on a trip whose main purpose is driving the vehicle over 

challenging trails and terrain are more interested than vehicle compe

titors in the aesthetics of the landscape they traverse. These re

spondents considered remoteness, scenic value, and someplace new to 

visit to be fairly important as well as all but one of the site charac

teristics dealing with the unnatural condition of an area due to recre

ational use. 

Respondents pursuing the three land oriented activities, driving 

to see the countryside, camping, and picnicking, considered remoteness, 



scenic value, destination of trails to a point of interest, and all of 

the use condition site characteristics at least fairly important. 

Within this group, respondents driving to see the countryside were 

most interested in high scenic value, in visiting new areas, and in the 

trail characteristics of an area. Picnickers were the most interested 

of the three in a short travel time to the area and the temperature at 

the area. Campers placed the highest importance value of the three on 

remoteness, few vehicles in the area, lack of noise from other users, 

and no trail damage at the area. 

Activity oriented recreationists had the least interest of the 

three strata in trail characteristics and generally more interest in 

use condition characteristics than did vehicle oriented respondents. 

Of the location characteristics, hunters and fishermen were most inter

ested in familiarity with the area and the time of year, explorers in 

someplace new to visit, photographers in attractive vegetation and 

scenery, and wildlife observers in a sense of remoteness. 

Site Characteristic Acceptability Criteria 

Criteria to judge the quality of a specific landscape with re

spect to the 20 site characteristics evolved from personal expertise, 

opinions of off-road vehicle recreationists, and data from Section C of 

the questionnaire. 

For application of a Vehicle Attraction Index to a specific 

area of land, the land area will be judged either acceptable or un

acceptable in terms of the criteria for each site characteristic. A 

land area meeting the requirements of the acceptable category will 



receive full value of the site characteristic weight. Land areas not 

meeting the requirements receive none of the value of the site charac

teristic weight. Discussion of these criteria are in the order the 

site characteristics are presented in the questionnaire. 

Familiarity with the Area 

Data in Table 11 indicate that respondents considered this site 

characteristic at least fairly important for six of the ten most popu

lar activities. Respondents reported that while comparing the perform

ance of their vehicles with others, they appreciated being familiar 

with the terrain. Knowledge of the landscape adds an element of safety 

to vehicle competition and a possible advantage over a competitor less 

familiai. wiLh i/ne area. Hunters wanted to be familiar with the loca

tion of game, and fishermen wanted to know where to find "the big 

ones." 

The site characteristic, familiarity with the area, is not a 

physical characteristic of the area, but it is dependent on the recrea-

tionist's knowledge of the area which may be derived either from previ

ous visits to the area or from second hand sources of information. A 

land manager judging a land area with respect to this site characteris

tic would have to have some knowledge of the present off-road vehicle 

recreation activity in the area. If the activity in question is not in 

evidence on the area, then either the area is not familiar to those who 

enjoy pursuing this activity, or it is not suitable for the activity. 

The criterion for placing the land area in the acceptable cate

gory is the following: the area is now frequently used by off-road 



vehicle recreation!sts pursuing the activity in question. A land man

ager wishing to promote used of an area for some off-road vehicle ac

tivity could overcome unfamiliarity with an area much easier than 

trying to change any of the other 19 site characteristics. 

Short Travel Time to Area 

Respondents ranking this site characteristic as fairly, very, or 

extremely important were asked in question 1 of Section C of the ques

tionnaire to state what they considered to be a short travel time to an 

area for a one-day and for a weekend off-road trip. They were also 

asked what they considered to be the maximum tolerable travel time to 

an area for one-day and weekend off-road trips. 

Patterns in the data of Table D-4 in Appendix D are as one 

would expect, but the differences in terms of minutes and hours are not 

that great. On an average, manufactured vehicle owners considered one 

hour and 26 minutes to be a short travel time, and reconstructed vehi

cle owners considered one hour and 12 minutes to be a short travel time 

to an area for a one-day trip. That is a difference of only 14 minutes 

travel time for the two populations for which use patterns vary greatly 

in distance from Tucson. An unmeasured factor which may influence re

sponse to this question is the speed vehicles travel on the open road 

to an area of off-road use. Reconstructed vehicles could conceivably 

take longer to arrive at an area, thus partially explaining their travel 

time response. 

The "terrain most often traveled" stratification in Table D-4 

shows that respondents most often visiting dry river beds and washes 
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considered 52 minutes a short travel time, and those most often on jeep 

trails consider 1 hour and 23 minutes to be a short travel time to an 

area for a one-day trip. The "years in activity" stratification shows 

that respondents new to off-road vehicle activity reported the lowest 

mean short travel time to an area for a one-day trip of any stratifica

tion. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable category 

for a day use visitor is a travel time of one and one-half hours from a 

metropolitan area. 

Good Condition of Roads to Area 

This site characteristic received a low average weight f.or vir

tually all of the activities (Table 11). It was most important for ve

hicle competition meets. The criterion for placing a land area in the 

acceptable category for this site characteristic is the following: the 

access road to the land area must be graded in such a manner so as to 

allow sedan vehicles to pull trailers. 

Sense of Remoteness of Area 

Respondents were asked in Section C to give an example of an 

off-road vehicle use area that gave them a sense of remoteness. The 

results are shown in Table D-5. The areas named are located using the 

same grid system utilized for Appendix C. Five of the six areas men

tioned most often as examples of areas that give a sense of remoteness 

were also among the 10 popular areas discussed in the analysis of 
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question 6 of Section A. These five areas accounted for 497» of all of 

the areas mentioned by respondents. 

Respondents were then asked to state why the area they named 

gave them a feeling of remoteness. Results of this open-end question 

are categorized in Table D-6. Eighty-one percent of the participating 

respondents replied that the area mentioned gave a feeling of remote

ness because of an absence of human beings and their culture. Thus, 

almost half of the respondents named popular off-road vehicle areas as 

examples of areas that gave them a feeling of absence of human habita

tion and the related culture. One respondent cited a location along 

Pantano Wash bordering Tucson as giving him a feeling of remoteness. 

Twenty-six percent of the respondents cited isolated spots as 

remote areas that were reported by only one or two individuals. Thus, 

not all respondents named popular vehicle use areas close to Tucson as 

remote areas. It is suspected, although not verified, that respondent 

answered the remoteness question by naming the area they had visited 

which had given them the greatest feeling of remoteness. 

Very little difference in responses to the remoteness question 

was noted among the vehicle-activity-land strata. One exception to 

this was that 11 of the 13 respondents naming the White Mountain area 

as a remote area were of the activity oriented stratification. 

Remoteness was weighted between fairly and very important by 

the average respondent in eight of the ten most popular activities 

(Table 11). Forty-nine percent of the respondents found remoteness in 

popular off-road vehicle areas. One might conclude that recreationists 



consider remoteness important and go to those areas that provide the 

degree of remoteness they desire. Except for the dry river beds and 

washes near Tucson, popular areas visited are in landscapes out of 

sight and sound of major state highways and established communities. 

These areas often contain occasional ranch houses, stock tanks, fences, 

ghost towns, and abandoned mines, but these are apparently permissible 

violations of respondents' desires for an absence of human beings or 

their culture. 

The criterion for placing the land area in the acceptable cate

gory for remoteness is the absence of sight or sound of a state or 

interstate highway or established community. This remoteness criterion 

will probably change in the future as respondents experience crowding 

and additional real estate development in popular vehicle areas. The 

future vehicle recreationist might seek out less densely used or popu

lated areas or accept the more crowded conditions in existing popular 

areas. 

Attractive Vegetation at Area 

Attractive vegetation was weighted between fairly and very im

portant by the average respondent in six of the ten most popular ac

tivities (Table 11). Appropriate respondents were asked in Section C 

to name vegetation types they did not like to see on off-road trips. 

As shown in Table D-7, 84 of the 150 participating respondents 

did not name a vegetation type they disliked. Forty-seven named vari

ous types of low-growing cactus plants. Sixteen of these 47 respondents 

volunteered that it was not that they did not like the plant 
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aesthetically, but rather that the presence of the plant threatened 

possible tire damage. One respondent named tall grass because he con

sidered it a fire hazard. Brush vegetation such as creosote, mesquite, 

and greasewood were cited by nine respondents. Hunters ranking attrac

tive vegetation as fairly important often reported that they were in

terested in vegetation^attractive to game, not themselves. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for attractive vegetation is that the vegetation in the area 

should be something other than a predominance of low growth cactus or 

brush. 

Time of Year 

This is another site characteristic that is not a feature of 

the landscape but is helpful in predicting use since many activities 

are seasonal to some degree. In question 8 of Section A, 427o of the 

respondents stated that the season was very important in their choice 

of an area to visit for off-road trips. 

Respondents stating that the time of year was important in 

choosing an area to visit for an off-road trip were not asked to elab

orate on how the time of year affected their use patterns. Respondents 

driving to see the countryside who considered the time of year impor

tant may either choose to travel in the mountains during the heat of 

the summer and desert in the winter, or they might just stay at home 

and not travel at all during months of extreme temperature. 

In question 11 of Section A, respondents were asked during what 

season of the year they most often pursued their top three ranked 
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activities. Results of this question were instrumental in formulating 

the criterion for the acceptable category for this site characteristic. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for the time of year at the area is compiled by activity in the 

following list: 

Driving to see the countryside spring, summer, fall 

Picnicking spring, summer, fall 

Camping summer, fall 

Hunting fall, winter 

Fishing spring, summer 

All other activities spring, summer, fall, winter 

Thus, for four activities, the venicle Attraction Index oi an area will 

fluctuate with the time of year. 

Temperature at the Area 

This site characteristic was included to help clarify the rea

sons respondents considered the time of year important in choosing an 

area to visit. Picnickers, campers, and fishermen considered both the 

time of year and temperature to be at least fairly important (Table 

11). Respondents driving to see the countryside and hunting considered 

time of year, but not temperature at the area, to be important. Cri

terion for placing a land area in the acceptable temperature category 

at the area will involve only three activities. 
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The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for the temperature at the area is compiled by activity in the 

following list: 

Picnicking spring, summer, fall 

Camping summer, fall 

Fishing spring, summer • 

All other activities spring, summer, fall, winter 

Someplace New to Visit 

This site characteristic was ranked between fairly and very im

portant for all but three of the major activities: comparing vehicle 

performance, hunting, and fishing (Table 11). The high importance 

weigh L of Leu given Lhis silt: charac Leri s Li c seemed surprising consider

ing use pattern data collected in Section A. Respondents averaged 2.05 

off-road trips per month but visited an average of only 3.41 of the ten 

popular areas used in the analysis of the "areas visited" question. 

Seven of these ten popular areas were within 1 hour and 30 minutes 

travel time from Tucson. It appears that respondents are frequenting a 

few selected off-road vehicle areas. Why then is visiting a new place 

important to them? 

The explanation might lie in how respondents define a new place 

to visit. Each of the ten popular areas discussed previously included 

thousands of acres of landscape, and it is quite conceivable that a 

recreationist could visit any one of these areas several times and find 

new areas to visit on each trip. 
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The rationale for placing an area in the acceptable category 

for the site characteristic, someplace new to visit, is that the larger 

the area, and the greater the topographic relief, the more chance there 

is for respondents to visit new areas. The criterion for placing a land 

area in the acceptable category for someplace new to visit is that the 

area must be at least 5,000 acres in size with an elevation difference 

within the area of at least 200 feet. 

High Scenic Appeal or Value 

Scenic value was most 'important to respondents pursuing land 

oriented vehicle activities (Table 11). Respondents considered scenic 

value to be at least fairly important in eight of the top ten activi

ties. Respondents were asked to give examples of off-road vehicle use 

areas with high scenic value, average scenic value, and low scenic 

value, and the locations of these areas are found in Tables D-8, D-9, 

and D-10, respectively. 

Twelve of the 24 respondents naming the White Mountain area as 

a high scenic value area were activity oriented owners of manufactured 

off-road vehicles. The north side of the Santa Catalina mountain range 

was cited next most often as a highly scenic area and was named most 

often as an average scenic value area. Seven vehicle oriented respond

ents considered the dry river beds and washes skirting Tucson to have 

average scenic value. Area 7 was also named most often as an example 

of a low scenic value area. The northwest portion of Area 13 was fre

quently mentioned as a low scenic value area, as was the west side of 

Area 6. The most obvious common denominator of all the low scenic 



areas is the low desert growth type of vegetation or the the lack of 

any kind of vegetation. These areas also had little topographical re

lief. 

This conclusion is substantiated by the results of the open-end 

question in which respondents explained why they considered the area 

named to have a low scenic value (Table D-ll). One respondent commented 

that a flat, brushy area was uninteresting because there was no need 

for an off-road vehicle to explore the area; "you could stand in one 

spot and see it all." Low scenic spots mentioned along the dry river 

beds and vacant lots in Area 7 were often criticized for the presence 

of trash and the view of neighboring homes. 

Overall, respondents considered most of the Arizona landscape 

to be scenic. Forty-one respondents could not name an off-road vehicle 

area with low scenic value. Several of these respondents commented 

that all areas were scenic to them. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for scenic appeal or value is that an area must have vegetative 

cover other than low desert plants, and there must be some relief to 

the landscape. The area cannot be a flat plain with no relief. 

Large Number of Trails Available 

The availability of a large number of trails was important to 

respondents pursuing vehicle oriented activities and driving to see the 

countryside (Table 11). Respondents were asked to give an example of 

an area with several trails available. These areas are shown in Table 

D-12. 



The data indicate that respondents considered many areas to 

have several trails available. Specific areas named did not have any 

easily definable common denominator among their system of trails. 

Area 7 was mentioned by 11 of the 25 vehicle oriented recon

structed vehicle owners responding to the question. Vacant properties 

in the area are interlaced with trails frequently crisscrossing. The 

Ruby area, Area 15, has an extensive system of trails leading to aban

doned mines, stock tanks, and fence lines. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for a large number of trails available is that a sufficient number 

of trails is available so as to allow vehicle access to all major por

tions of the land area in question. 

Trails Make a Loop 

This site characteristic was not considered at least fairly im

portant for any activity (Table 11). The criterion for placing a land 

area in the acceptable category for trails make a loop is that at least 

one vehicle trail on the land area allows vehicle recreationists to 

complete a loop drive. 

Destination of Trails 
to Point of Interest 

This site characteristic is important for all land oriented 

activities and some activity oriented activities (Table 11). The re

spondents were not asked to elaborate on what was considered to be a 

point of interest, but the point of interest presumably changes with 

-activity. Recreationists involved in driving to see the countryside 
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gave the site characteristic a 2.37 importance weight. Off-road vehi

cle recreationists enjoy driving to something: a natural waterfall, a 

stream, a grove of Cottonwood trees, a ghost town, an abandoned mine. 

Although undocumented, probably the favorite jeep trail in the popular 

Redington Pass area leads to a small waterfall called Chiva Falls. The 

criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable category for having 

trails leading to a point of interest is to have a point of interest 

such as those previously mentioned along at least one vehicle trail. 

Good Opportunity to 
Travel Cross Country 

This site characteristic was important to vehicle oriented rec

reationists (Table 11). Appropriate respondents were asked to give an 

example of an area suited for overland travel without trails, as shown 

in Table D-13. The Yuma sand dune area, Area H-l, was cited mostly by 

the vehicle oriented owners of reconstructed vehicles. Dry river beds, 

washes, and vacant properties in Area 7 were also cited often. In 

question 6 of Section C, respondents named areas presenting an oppor

tunity to test their vehicle performance against others. As shown in 

Table D-14, Yuma and the Tucson vicinity were the areas most frequently 

named for comparing vehicle performance. These areas were most often 

mentioned in reference to question 8 of Section C, areas suitable for 

overland travel without trails. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for providing opportunity to travel cross country without trails 
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is the presence of a sizable dry river bed, wash, or tract of land with 

little vegetation. 

Trails Rugged and Challenging 
to the Vehicle 

This site characteristic was important only to the vehicle ori

ented recreationist (Table 11). Results of question 5 of Section C, in 

which respondents located both challenging and easy areas to navigate, 

are listed in Table D-15 and Table D-16, respectively. The results of 

this question are helpful in discussing the site characteristic, trails 

rugged and challenging to the vehicle. 

The answer to question 5 are confusing since the top three areas 

considered challenging to travel over are also often mentioned as easy 

areas to navigate. Area 8, for instance, is marked as a rugged area 

mostly by owners of manufactured vehicles. The specific areas mentioned 

center in the foothills to the north of the Rincon Mountains where pop

ular rugged jeep trails exist. The easy to navigate areas of Area 8 

were cited in the lower elevations of the western portion of the area. 

The dry river beds and washes of Area 7 were often cited by owners of 

reconstructed vehicles as areas easy to navigate. Reconstructed vehi

cle owners also cited various vacant lots and properties in this area 

as a challenge to navigate. One might conclude that most land areas 

with varying terrain will most probably harbor areas both easy and 

challenging to navigate. 

In question 9 of Section C, respondents were asked why rugged 

trails challenging to the vehicle were important in choosing an area 



to visit. The results, presented in Table D-17, indicate that the 

challenge of navigating a rough terrain was the prevalent answer. 

Twenty respondents did indicate that a rugged trail limited access to 

areas so that fewer vehicles venture beyond the rough sections of the 

vehicle trail. Therefore, the rough trails were related to a sense of 

remoteness by these 20 respondents. Only two of these 20 were vehicle 

oriented recreationists. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for trails rugged and challenging to the vehicle is any area with 

terrain affording slopes or trails that off-road vehicles can navigate 

but that are impossible for sedan vehicles to navigate. 

.fr'ew Vehicles in the Area 

Land oriented recreationists were most interested in few vehi

cles in an off-road vehicle area (Table 11). Response to this site 

characteristic was very similar to that of remoteness. 

Respondents were asked in question 10 of Section C to describe 

what conditions had to be for an off-road vehicle area to be so crowded 

that it could not be enjoyed. Specific answers were encouraged for 

this open-end question, but respondents found it difficult to be spe

cific. Table D-18 compiles the open-end response. 

Responses to the question were arranged in loosely defined 

categories. Fifteen vehicle oriented reconstructed vehicle owners were 

among the group most tolerant of vehicle crowding. Surprisingly, land 

oriented recreationists were fairly evenly distributed between tolerance 
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levels even though this site characteristic received its highest impor

tance weights in the land oriented activities (Table 11). 

Three respondents related that the tolerance to vehicle crowd

ing depends on the activity being pursued, the vehicle trail being 

traveled, the actions of the other recreationists in the area, and the 

disposition of the respondent on the day of the trip. 

Respondents were then asked to give an example of an off-road 

area felt to be usually overly crowded with vehicles. Response to this 

question is found in Table D-19. The Redington Pass area, Area 8, re

ceived the greatest number of votes for this dubious honor. None of 

these votes, however, came from the vehicle oriented recreationists. 

The dry river beds, washes, and vacant property of Area 7 was mentioned 

second most often. Although not documented, it is believed that Area 7 

is, in reality, much more crowded with vehicles than the Redington Pass 

area. The reason Area 7 was not cited more often may be that respond

ents frequenting this area may be more tolerant of crowding. Five of 

the eight respondents citing Area 15 as being overly crowded were 

hunters. The Ruby area is heavily hunted every year, and these five 

respondents' answers referred to the area during the hunting season. 

Developing acceptable criteria for this site characteristic is 

a speculative chore. This is true to some degree of all the use con

dition characteristics. Respondents often remarked, while marking use 

condition characteristics very important, that these characteristics 

are important to them but difficult to find while on an off-road trip. 

Presumably, future generations of vehicle users, if they are not a 



dying species, will accept deterioration in the quality of use condi

tion site characteristics as an inevitable, irreversible trend. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for few vehicles in the area is that an off-road vehicle recrea-

tionist visiting the area does not constantly have other vehicles 

within sight. 

No Litter Problem 

Combining all activities, litter received the highest overall 

weighted average of all site characteristics (Table D-l). There was a 

very definite reaction to litter. Everyone denounces litter so vigor

ously that one wonders how it gets spread around so well. In question 

II of Section C, respondents located areas considered to be distasteful 

because of litter. 

As the data in Table D-20 indicate, the dry river beds and 

washes of Area 7 were the littered areas most frequently mentioned by 

owners of reconstructed vehicles. These areas within Area 7 have many 

contributors to the litter problem other than off-road vehicle users. 

The Santa Rita mountain range, Area 13, and the Redington Pass area, 

Area 8, were frequently mentioned littered areas by owners of manufac

tured vehicles. Litter in these areas is more likely to have been left 

by off-road vehicle recreationists. 

Personal observation in the Redington Pass area revealed that 

most littering occurred in areas where recreationists frequently left 

the vehicle to picnic, camp, or sightsee. Chiva Falls, located in the 



Redington Pass area, has quite a turnover of litter; some recreation-

ists leaving it and others carrying it out. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for no litter problem is that litter is collected in areas receiv

ing high recreational use. 

Lack of Noise from Other Users 

This site characteristic was most important to land oriented 

activities (Table 11). Lack of noise was more important to hunters and 

fishermen. Their response may have been motivated more in terms of a 

successful pursuit of game or fish than for aesthetic reasons. 

No attempt was made to clarify respondent tolerance to noise. 

So, relying on informal respondent comment, i suggest that the criter

ion for placing a land area in the acceptable category for lack of 

noise from other users be that recreationists do not hear vehicle out

side their immediate area when their own vehicle is not operating. 

No Trail Damage at the Area 

Appropriate respondents were asked in question 12 of Section C 

why no trail damage was important to them in choosing an off-road vehi

cle area to visit. Results to this open-end question are categorized 

in Table D-21. Answers were placed in five categories which involve 

very different motivations toward the importance of no trail damage. 

The most prevalent response to question 12 was one of aesthetics. Re

spondents did not like to see the landscape disturbed. Surprisingly, 

12 vehicle oriented owners of reconstructed vehicles were included in 
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this group. One conjecture to explain this response is that some 

owners responded this way as a defensive measure against giving the im

pression that they were not ecology minded. 

Five owners of reconstructed vehicles feared possible land 

closure as a result of damages caused to trails by vehicles. Recon

structed vehicle owners may be more sensitive to public opinion and 

threats of land closure since areas frequented by reconstructed vehi

cles near Tucson are the areas under fire from public opinion and land 

closures in these areas are occurring with regularity. 

Thirty-four respondents stated that damaged trails threatened 

accessibility to off-road vehicle areas. Twenty-five respondents in

dicated that no trail damage signaled to them that few people had been 

in the area. They correlated no trail damage to remoteness. For 12 

respondents, trail damage threatened damage to the vehicles. 

No attempt was made to clarify respondent perception of trail 

damage. This site characteristic was rated, on an average, between 

fairly and very important for all of the ten most popular off-road ac

tivities (Table 11). The criterion for placing a land area in the 

acceptable category for no trail damage at the area is that no trails 

should require the typically equipped off-road vehicle to break trac

tion for any length of time. If this is necessary for even a few 

yards, the road will soon deteriorate with heavy use. 
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No Vegetation Damage 
Due to Vehicles 

This site characteristic was rated on an average at least 

fairly important for all of the ten most popular off-road activities. 

This site characteristic received a similar type of reaction as no lit

ter problem. Everyone is against it, but someone must be doing it. 

Vegetation damage is like litter in that both detract from scenic value 

and a sense of remoteness. 

No attempt was made to isolate areas of vegetation damage. The 

desert vegetation has the happy vacuity of being able to bite back at 

off-road vehicles. Vehicle operators usually try to avoid desert growth 

if for no other reason than to avoid tire damage. 

The criterion tor placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for no vegetation damage due to vehicles is that in areas where 

vegetation exists vehicle operation is confined to established trails. 

Few Tire Tracks Off the Trail 

This site characteristic was ranked between fairly and very im

portant by land oriented recreationists (Table 11). This site charac

teristic is much like litter and vegetation damage in that tire tracks 

off the trail detract from the scenic value and the sense of remoteness 

at an area. 

The criterion for placing a land area in the acceptable cate

gory for few tire tracks off the trail is that vehicle operation is 

confined to established trails. 
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Overused Areas 

For the last question of the questionnaire, the respondent re

ported an example of an off-road vehicle area felt to be overused for 

an ecological standpoint. The results of this question are shown in 

Table D-22. 

The dry river beds, washes, and vacant lots of Area 7 were the 

choices of 16 owners of reconstructed vehicles. Activity oriented man

ufactured vehicle owners most often mentioned Redington Pass and the 

east side of the Santa Rita mountain range. The distribution of an

swers for this question was very similar to the distribution of areas 

shown in Table D-20 as being distasteful because of litter. Forty-six 

manufactured vehicle owners and four reconstructed vehicle owners 

could not think of an off-road vehicle area overused from an ecological 

standpoint. This proportion may be partially explained by the fact 

that reconstructed vehicle use patterns are concentrated in the more 

congested off-road vehicle use areas. 

Sample Indexes 

All of the necessary elements of the operational attraction 

model discussed in Chapter II are now available so as to be able to 

assign a Vehicle Attraction Index to a specific land area. The Vehi

cle Attraction Index Profile for each of the ten most popular vehicle 

activities appears in Table 11. The criteria for acceptability of all 

20 site characteristics are presented in Table 12. The sum of the site 

characteristic weights by activity, a constant in the VAI^ formula, ap

pears in Table D-2. 
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Table 12. Criteria for acceptability of site characteristics. 

Site Acceptability 
characteristic criteria 

Familiarity of the area 

Short travel time to area 

Good condition of roads 
to area 

Sense of remoteness to area 

Attractive vegetation at area 

Frequent use of area by off-road 
vehicle recreationists pursuing 
the activity in question 

Day use visitor—1% hours from a 
metropolitan area 

Access road to area must be 
graded so as to allow sedan 
vehicles to pull trailers 

Absence of sight or sound of a 
state or interstate highway or 
established community 

Vegetation other than predomi
nance of low growth cactus or 
brush 

Time of year Driving to see the country side-
spring, summer, fall 
Picnicking—spring, summer, fall 
Camping—summer, fall 
Hunting—fall, winter 
Fishing—spring, summer 
All other activities—spring, 
summer, fall, winter 

Temperature at the area Picnicking--spring, summer, fall 
Camping--summer, fall 
Fishing—spring, summer 

Someplace new to visit Area of 5,000 acres with an 
elevation difference of at 
least 200 feet 

Scenic appeal or value 
of area 

Area with vegetative cover other 
than low desert plants and some 
relief to the landscape 
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Table 12.—Continued 

Site 
characteristic 

Acceptability 
criteria 

Large number of trails 
available 

Trails make a loop 

Destination of trails 
to point of interest 

Good opportunity to travel 
cross country 

Sufficient trails available to 
allow vehicle access to all 
major portions of the land area 

At least one vehicle trail on 
the area allows completion of 
a loop drive 

Have a point of interest along 
at least one vehicle trail 

Presence on landscape of a siz
able dry river bed, wash, or 
tract of land with little vege
tation 

Trails ruERed and 
challenging to negotiate 

Few vehicles in an area 

No litter problem 

Lack of noise from other 
users 

No trail damage at the area 

No vegetation damage due to 
vehicles 

Area with terrain affording 
slopes navigable by off-road 
vehicles but non-navigable by 
sedan vehicles 

Re.creationist in the area does 
not constantly have other vehi
cles in sight 

Litter is collected in areas of 
high recreational use 

Recreationists do not hear 
vehicles outside immediate area 
when their vehicle is not oper
ating 

No trails require average equipped 
off-road vehicle to break traction 
for length of time 

Where vegetation exists, vehicle 
operation is confined to estab
lished trails 

Few tire tracks off the 
trail 

Vehicle operation confined to 
established trails 
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To exemplify the procedure for assigning index numbers, a Vehi

cle Attraction Index for the activity of driving to see the countryside 

was assigned the Redington Pass area in Area 8 of the Appendix C grid 

system. The rationale for judging the acceptability of the Redington 

Pass area for the 20 site characteristics is presented in Table 13. All 

but three site characteristics are included in the acceptability cate

gory. The VAI formula for driving to see the countryside in the Red-
K 

ington Pass area is as follows: 

VAI = 1 + 37'65 ̂ 44'83 = 1 " °*089 = °"91 
see countryside 80 

Thus a VAI of 0.91 is established for driving to see the coun-

Ltysiue in Lht; Reuiuyi-ou Pass aiea fo i all seasons eAi-tjjL win Lei, rnia i 

does it mean? The VAI is not meant to be an absolute, definitive num

ber which accurately predicts user attraction to an area. The real 

value of the VAI concept to a land manager is as a relative indicator, 

weighing the merits of various possible sites for providing off-road 

vehicle activity. In like token, a land manager would find value in 

comparing the weights assigned site characteristics for the various 

activities and unacceptable site characteristics for various areas. 

These comparisons indicate patterns in respondent attitudes which may 

be ..more valid than the magnitude of the specific index figure. For 

illustration, indexes are assigned to three areas frequently mentioned 

in the paper. 
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Table 13. Redington Pass--criteria for site characteristic accept
ability . 

, ^. Accept Rationale 
characteristic r 

Familiarity 
with area 

Yes 
Table A-12b shows Redington Pass was 
named by largest number of respond
ents as the area most often visited 
to drive to see countryside. 

Short travel 
time to area 

Yes 
The drive is less than one and one-
half hours from Tucson to Redington 
Pass area. 

Good condition of 
roads to area 

Yes Road to area is acceptable for a 
sedan pulling a trailer. 

Remoteness Yes No established community or major 
highway is in the area 

A A irnrt A ^ An Vc n >  r r  t f A r r  a f  r t  I -  • {  v  n  r »  o  1 n n rl n 
oak, juniper to the south, and 
Saguaro, Paloverde, Ocotilla to north 

Time of year 

Temperature 
at the area 

Yes 

Yes 

For spring, summer, fall. 

There is no stipulation for this ac
tivity. 

Someplace new 
to visit 

Yes The area is larger than 1 mile square 
and has elevation differences more 
than 200 feet. 

High scenic appeal 
or value 

Yes The prevailing vegetation is de
scribed above and the area does have 
considerable relief to terrain. 

Large number of 
trails available 

Yes Network of trails allows access to all 
major portions of the area. 

Trails make a 
loop 

Destination of 
trails to point 
of interest 

Yes 

Yes 

Several vehicle trails allow that a 
loop drive be made. 

Abandoned mines and homesteads, stock 
ponds, and at least one waterfall are 
accessible by jeep trail. 
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Table 13.—Continued 

, . Accept Rationale 
characteristic r 

Good opportunity No 
to travel cross 
country 

Trails rugged Yes 
and challenging 
to negotiate 

No major wash or area devoid of 
vegetation allowing overland travel 
is located on this site. 

Sedans cannot negotiate many 
sections of the jeep trails. 

Few vehicles in 
an area 

Yes The area is large and the trails 
are often secluded so the vehicle 
operator does not often view other 
vehicles in the area. 

No litter problem No No facility is provided to contain 
litter and litter is present in 
heavily used areas. 

Lack of noise 
from other users 

No trail damage 
at the area 

Yes 

No 

Terrain, vegetation, and space abate 
the noise from vehicles in this area. 

Sections of many trails require 
v.ehibles to break traction in order 
to navigate it. 

No vegetation 
damage due to 
vehicles 

Yes Vehicle activity, for the most part, 
is confined to established trails. 

Few tire tracks 
off the trail 

Yes Vehicle activity, for the most part, 
is confined to established trails. 
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Table 14 shows VAI values for three activities at three dis

tinct types of off-road vehicle areas. This is the type of table a 

land manager might construct for a specific management problem. 

At first glance, one might conclude that the Redington Pass 

area is the best-off-road vehicle area for all three activities, and 

that the best activity and site combination is exploring at Redington 

Pass. Data are available in Appendix C and Table 11 to evaluate this 

conclusion. 

As Table C-6 shows, no respondents listed any of the three 

areas in Table 14 as their favorite, most frequented, or best area for 

exploring historical attractions. Why then were the VAI values for 

exploring as high on the three sites? As shown in Table 14 or Table 

D—2, the sum of site characteristic weights was relatively low for the 

exploring activity which indicates that respondents were not that dis

criminatory about all the aspects of the landscape while on an explor

ing off-road trip. The main focal point of the landscape for them was 

the availability of some historical or prehistorical attraction to ex

plore, and this factor was not a part of the VAI Profile for exploring. 

As in the case of all activity oriented activities, the index numbers 

assigned the three areas must be compared assuming there is an equal 

opportunity to pursue the activity, in this case, exploring, on all 

the locations under consideration. Thus, one would most accurately in

terpret the indexes in Table 14 by surmising that, assuming all three 

areas had an equal amount of accessible historical attractions, the 

Redington Pass area would be the most desirable area for the activity. 
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Table 14. Sample VAI values. 

VAI Values by activity No. of sc in 
Area _ , See Compare unacceptable 

Explore . , c 
v v 

r countryside performance category 

Pantano Wash 
of Tucson 0.70 0.61 0.78 12 
(Area 7) 

Redington Pass 3 Q Q 3_4 
(Area 8) 

Yuma sand dunes 
(Area H-l) 

Sum of site 
characteristic 
weights by 
activity 

0.83 0.77 0.84 

35.48 44.83 37.35 
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In reality, none of these three areas has much to offer in the way of 

historical attractions, so none were cited by respondents as popular 

exploring areas. 

The VAI values on the three areas for the activity of driving 

to see the countryside illustrate why land managers using the indexes 

should examine patterns in respondent attitude toward site character

istics and the acceptability criteria for the site characteristics. 

As expected, the Redington Pass area had a high index number, 

0.91, for the activity of driving to see the countryside. As Table 

C-2 shows, the Redington Pass area, Area 8, was most often mentioned 

by respondents as a favorite and most frequented area for driving to 

see the countryside. 

The Pantano Wash in Area 7 was the third most often mentioned 

area by respondents as their most frequented area for driving to see 

the countryside. The Pantano Wash area"is in close proximity to 

Tucson, and all respondents mentioning the area in Table C-2 were own

ers of reconstructed vehicles. The Yuma sand dunes was not mentioned 

in Table C-2, but had a much higher index number than did the Pantano 

Wash area for the activity of driving to see the countryside. The 

reason for this discrepancy between indexes and actual use patterns 

can be explained by examining the VAI Profile for driving to see the 

countryside and the acceptability criteria for site characteristics. 

The Pantano Wash had a low VAI for driving to see the countryside be

cause the area was found to be unacceptable in 12 of the 20 site char

acteristics, especially the aesthetic and use condition characteristics. 
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These characteristics had a much higher importance weight for driving 

to see the countryside than for exploring historical attractions or 

comparing vehicle performance, so Pantano Wash received its lowest VAI 

for driving to see the countryside. The Yuma sand dunes had fewer un

acceptable site characteristics than did the Pantano Wash, so a higher 

VAI was assigned to the area. 

As shown in Table C-8, the Pantano Wash area, Area 7, was most 

often reported as the most frequented area and the Yuma sand dunes was 

most often reported as the favorite and best area for comparing vehicle 

performance. The Redington Pass area was not mentioned in Table C-8. 

As shown in Table 14, however, the Redington Pass area received the 

highest VAI of the three areas for comparing vehicle performance. This 

situation occurred because the Redington Pass area had only four unac

ceptable site characteristics so that no matter what the combination of 

site characteristic weights in the VAI Profile, Redington Pass would 

have a relatively high VAI. The significant point about the area's 

three VAI's shown in Table 14 is that comparing vehicle performance 

yielded the lowest VAI of the three activities. 

Comparing vehicle performance had a relatively low sum of site 

characteristic weights (Table 14), indicating that respondents who were 

comparing vehicle performance were interested in a specific element of 

the landscape. In a case such as this, there is more likely to be an 

error in the assumption stated on page 78 that a site characteristic 

weight, for instance, of 3.05 for trails rugged and challenging to the 

is only three times as important as the weight of 0.90 for attractive 
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vegetation in the area (Table 11). Pantano Wash was used much more 

frequently by Tucson residents than the more desirable Yuma sand dunes 

255 miles away. The comparative VAI's point out that the Yuma area is 

more desirable but not that the Pantano Wash area is more heavily used. 

In this case, the distance factor is most probably the primary reason 

for the discrepancy between desirability and quantity of use. Thus, in 

this instance in which a relatively long travel distance to an area is 

involved, "short travel time to area" is more important than the as

signed weight indicates. Another possible factor influencing results 

here is that an undocumented large percentage of off-road use in the 

Pantano Wash area is conducted by owners of nonlicensed vehicles that 

were not included in the respondent population. 

The circumstance of the VAI's presented in Table 14 illustrates 

the complexity of the issue which the index tries to quantify, the com

parative data the land managers must consider when evaluating VAI val

ues and the effect violations of the assumptions have on VAI values. 

The following factors should be considered when evaluating com

parative VAI's: 

1. When comparing VAI's of activity oriented activities, the 

assumption must be made that each area in question affords an equal op

portunity to pursue the activity in question, i.e., an equal opportunity 

to hunt, fish, explore, rock hound, etc. 

2. The sum of the site characteristic weights by activity 

should be considered when comparing more than one activity on one or 

more areas of land. 
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3. The number and nature of unacceptable site characteristics 

for each land area should be compared when evaluating a specific activ

ity for more than one land area. 

4. The judgment as to merits of a land area with respect to a 

site characteristic is a dichotomy. This approach simplifies the judg

ment of an area. 

5. The 20 site characteristic weights were added for each ac

tivity, thus assuming no one site characteristic to be generally more 

or less important than the others. 

6. The assumption is made that importance is measured on an in

terval scale. A respondent, for instance, who marks a site character

istic as extremely important is assumed to consider it to be four times 

as important as a site characteristic that he or another respondent 

marked as little important. 

7. The respondent population from which the VAI evolved are 

residents of Tucson and thus the Southwest. This restriction might af

fect perception of site characteristics. 

8. The respondent population from which the VAI evolved are 

owners of licensed vehicles. Nonlicensed vehicle owners may or may not 

have influenced research results. 

Discussion of Hypotheses 

First Hypothesis: 

Specific combinations of site characteristics at an area 

will attract users with distinct types of off-road vehi

cles who are pursuing specific kinds of activities. 
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The results of the questionnaire hold this hypothesis to be 

true. The most conclusive data supporting this hypothesis are the re

sults of question 12 of Section A, shown in Appendix C. 

Specific areas were reported as most popular for pursuing spe

cific kinds of activities. The Redington Pass area was most often re

ported as the "most frequented area" for pursuing the land oriented 

activities of driving to see the countryside and picnicking. The 

Tucson area, Area 7, was most often reported as the "most frequented 

area" for pursuing the vehicle oriented activity of comparing vehicle 

performance and driving challenging trails and terrain. Few areas were 

cited by a similar number of manufactured and reconstructed vehicle 

owners as the "most frequented area" for pursuing an activity. 

The distinctive Vehicle Attraction Index Profiles derived for 

each activity supports the hypothesis (Table 10). No two profiles had 

similar weight values for all 20 site characteristics. 

Second Hypothesis: 

Increased off-road driving experience changes respondent 

perception of area site characteristics. 

The second hypothesis was explored using Section C data. Per

ception of site characteristics was stratified by average number of 

trips per month and number of years in the activity.' The results of 

the two stratifications were inconclusive and were not presented in the 

paper. Therefore, the hypothesis is refuted. For some site character

istics, respondents cited the same areas regardless of years in activ

ity or average number of trips per month'. In other cases, so' many 
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areas were named that the results became obscure and thus inconclusive. 

Rarely, however, did manufactured and reconstructed vehicle owners list 

the same area. This difference in perception registered by recon

structed versus manufactured is believed to be influenced more by the 

vehicle role, hypothesis three, than off-road experience, hypothesis 

two. One small point of continuity did occur among 10 to 12 owners of 

reconstructed vehicles who had been in the activity less than three 

years. They continually listed the Tucson area, Area 7, as examples 

for all but the remoteness and high scenic value site characteristics. 

Third Hypothesis: 

Differing perceptions of the vehicle role may affect 

perceptions of area site characteristics. 

This hypothesis is explored using Section C data in which per

ception of site characteristics is stratified with the vehicle-activity-

land oriented respondents. This stratification utilizes the data most 

appropriate for perception of the vehicle role and is shown in Appen

dix D. 

Results of the stratification bear out the validity of the hy

pothesis. These stratification groups cited different areas as examples 

of vehicle crowding, littered areas, overused areas, remoteness, scenic 

values, and challenging and easy areas to navigate. 

The issue is clouded by the fact that the vehicle-activity-land 

stratification groups do not generally visit the same areas. If they 

did, this stratification of Section C data would be a more valid ap

proach. Vehicle oriented reconstructed vehicle owners, for instance, 
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named the dry river beds and washes skirting Tucson, Area 7, as being 

distasteful because of litter. Activity oriented manufactured vehicle 

owners cited the southeast portion of the Santa Rita mountain range, 

Area 13, as being distasteful because of litter. Possibly these activ

ity oriented recreationists do not consider Area 7 to be an off-road 

vehicle area. Of the areas they normally visit, Area 13 might have the 

most litter. One relevant fact seems to be that vehicle oriented rec

reationists tolerate more litter and vehicle crowding than do the 

activity or land oriented recreationists. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

In this section, research results are utilized to answer the 

management questions raised in Chapter I. 

1. Is the vehicle a means to an end, an end in itself, or some

thing in between? 

Study results suggest that the answer to this question is yes. 

All three types of vehicle owners were well represented in the respond

ent nnniil A ti on . Thp sfrnnolv vphi rl P NT-ipnfprl rprrpatinni'sf rnn si HPTPH i t  w  < >  

his vehicle to be an end in itself; his primary interest in off-road 

vehiclevehicle recreation was the vehicle itself. One respondent, for 

instance, had invested over $9,000 to modify a four-wheel-drive Jeep 

vehicle. The fuel-injected aluminum engine, heavy duty transmission, 

specially designed tires, and fiberglass body were designed to "put him 

in the same league on the Yuma sand dunes as some of the hot vehicles 

from the coast." 

At the other end of the spectrum was the strongly activity or 

land oriented recreationist whose main recreational interest was pur

suing a specific activity or seeking an element of the landscape such 

as scenery or remoteness, respectively. For these recreationists, the 

vehicle itself drew little interest other than providing a means to 

117 
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achieve a more fulfilling outdoor recreation experience. For example, 

a prominent Tucson artist used his vehicle to do field research on the 

subject wished to capture on canvas. He often visited remote Indian 

tribes in Mexico. Another respondent was an avid rock hound and 

searched throughout the Southwest to build his collection. 

A majority of the respondents were in the "something in be

tween" category and pursued several diversified vehicle activities. A 

typical recreationist with his family on a vehicle outing might drive 

through the countryside, drive up a challenging hill or two, stop at 

some scenic or historic point of interest for lunch, poke around the 

area for rocks, old bottles, and occasionally take a picture of scenery 

or wildlife. This type of recreationist would most likely not consider 

himself to be an explorer, rock hound, or photographer. On other 

trips, this same recreationist may restrict his activity to one activity 

only, such as hunting or fishing. 

The primary point to recognize here is that this means-end con-

tinuiim does exist and does influence use patterns and values and per

ceptions of area site characteristics. A land manager developing an 

area for vehicle recreation or managing an area presently being used by 

vehicle recreationists should be aware of the ramifications of this 

concept on the quality of recreational experience he is attempting to 

create or maintain. 

2. What off-road vehicle activities are the most popular? 

Hunting was the most popular activity pursued with the vehicle. 

Fifty-five percent of the respondent population considered hunting to 
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be one of their three most preferable off-road activities. This is not 

to say that respondents hunted from vehicles, but rather that vehicles 

transported them to remote hunting areas. Driving to see the country

side was the second most popular activity with 49% considering it among 

their three most preferable activities. This activity was pursued on a 

higher percentage of respondent off-road trips than was hunting. The 

third most popular activity was driving the vehicle over challenging 

trails or terrain. Fifty-six percent of the reconstructed vehicle pop

ulation and 18% of the manufactured vehicle population considered it to 

be one of their three most preferable activities. 

The pursuit of these three most popular activities involves 

three different perspectives of the vehicle and the landscape. Hunt

ing is activity oriented, driving to see the countryside is land ori

ented, and driving the vehicle over challenging trails or terrain is 

vehicle oriented. This is evidenced by "the variation in VAI Profiles 

by activity. The picture is complicated by the fact that respondents 

enjoyed many off-road activities with the vehicle. The average respond

ent engaged in 5.52 recreational activities with his vehicle. 

The primary point to recognize here is that a wide range of 

recreation activities is pursued by off-road vehicle users and distinc

tive use patterns are associated with these activities. 

3. What are the use patterns of off-road vehicle drivers? 

How often do they go? Where do they go? 

How often do they go? Questionnaire responses ranged from once 

a year to 20 times a month. The average was 2.05 trips per month. 
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This figure varied with the vehicle-aetivity-land stratification (3.12 

vs. 1.41 vs. 2.35) and manufactured versus reconstructed vehicles (1.57 

vs. 2.84). 

Where do they go? The same type of answer applies to this 

question. The areas visited depended on the activity pursued, the type 

of vehicle, the number of years in the activity, and the season of the 

year. Many areas are utilized for several activities; some areas are 

restricted to specific uses. Host activity occurs within a 100-mile 

radius of Tucson. 

Tucson recreationists most often travel on jeep trails and dry 

washes. Sand dunes and cinder hills are sometimes visited but are a 

long distance from Tucson. Only 47o of the respondent population 

claimed to travel most often cross country without trails. 

Dry river beds and vacant lots in the Tucson vicinity are most 

often utilized by recreationists new to off-road recreation who are in

terested in vehicle oriented activities, such as comparing vehicle per

formance or driving the vehicle over challenging trails or terrain. 

The Redington Pass area east of Tucson offers challenging trails 

through Sonoran desert and grassland vegetation. Cattle tanks, a small 

waterfall, and a few abandoned mines and line shacks are located in 

this area. This area is popular for driving to see the countryside, 

picnicking, camping, and driving the vehicle over challenging trails 

or terrain. Rolling sand dunes occur near Yuma and are a favorite area 

for joyriding, sand buggy enthusiasts. Each of these three popular 

off-road use areas has a vegetation, terrain, and distance from Tucson 
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factor unique from the other two, and each one is frequented by recrea-

tionists pursuing different activities. 

The primary point to recognize here is that vehicle use pat

terns are not all alike. Some vehicle recreationists travel much more 

extensively than others, some are more active than others, and some are 

more particular about the area visited than others. 

4. What features of an area make it attractive for off-road use? 

The Vehicle Attraction Index Profile quantifies the importance 

of the features of an area for recreationists pursuing a specific off-

road vehicle activity. The site characteristic acceptance criteria 

quantifies recreationist perception of site characteristics. These are 

the elements which comprise the makeup of the Vehicle Attraction Index 

and are the features of an area which make it attractive for off-road 

use. The importance and perception of these factors are a reflection 

of the recreationist's interest in his vehicle, the landscape, and out

door recreational activities. For example, the vehicle oriented recre

ationist looks for terrain to test his vehicle. The land oriented 

recreationist looks for scenery, remoteness, and someplace new to visit. 

Activity oriented recreationists look for an opportunity to pursue 

their activity of interest. 

The primary point to recognize here is that respondents look 

for specific aspects of the landscape when choosing an area in which 

to pursue a particular off-road activity. 
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Conclusions 

Recreational use of off-road vehicles is an established out

door recreation activity. Vehicles are utilized for a variety of rec

reational activities in a variety of vegetation, climate, and terrain. 

For many, it is very much a family activity. An off-road vehicle out

ing of picnicking, camping, or sightseeing strengthens the family bond 

and enriches family interests, adventures, and memories. 

Vehicle recreation can also be a very individualistic activity. 

The reconstructed vehicle, for instance, is a creation by an individual. 

Regardless of the vehicle's ability in off-road operation, it is an 

accomplishment. In today's prepackaged, precooked world, individual 

creation and accomplishment is a very real social need. A rebuilt ve

hicle can fill that need. 

My personal opinion is that the greatest value of off-road ve

hicle recreation is the exposure of the vehicle passengers to landscape 

which they could never experience from a sedan automobile or by foot, 

due to distance to travel or physical handicap. In talking to respond

ents, time and again I sensed the respect and fondness they felt for 

the natural landscape. If there is to be sincere interest in the nat

ural environment, which is our American heritage, people must first ex

perience this environment for themselves, and only then will they learn 

genuinely to respect it. 

If one assumes then that off-road vehicles are a legitimate 

recreational use of public land, the major management problem remains 

that off-road vehicle activity conflicts with other land uses. It is 
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a recreational activity which demands space, erodes aesthetic land val

ues such as scenery and remoteness, and in areas where intensive activ

ity occurs is damaging to vegetation, soils, water, and other forms of 

outdoor recreation. 

This research effort is an attempt to aid the land manager 

striving to provide a quality off-road experience for the growing popu

lation of diversified vehicle users. To complete the off-road vehicle 

management picture , managers must understand the impact of vehicle 

activity on the total environment. This should be the direction of 

future research since the land manager must make his off-road vehicle 

management plan compatible with other land uses. 

A similar plight of conflicting interests is faced by managers 

dealing with recreation on reservoirs. Zones of use are established on 

the reservoir for speed boating and water skiing, sailing, fishing, and 

wildlife. This type of approach, combined with a limited use permit 

system, might be an eventual necessity in managing heavily used vehicle 

areas. Results of the study aid in defining boundaries for various 

types of vehicle zones. 

The research showed that recreational use patterns of off-road 

vehicles are influenced by a complex combination of interest in the ve

hicle, interest in the landscape, and interest in the recreational ac

tivity pursued with the vehicle. The land manager, through the aid of 

the Vehicle Attraction Index, can weigh the attraction various areas of 

land have for combinations of vehicle, activity, and landscape inter

ests. 
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In applying the Vehicle Attraction Index to management prac

tice, one must be well aware of the restrictions discussed in Chapter 

IV. The precision of the index in measuring attraction was hampered by 

the method of measuring environmental perception. This situation re

sulted from the nature of the recreational activity being investigated. 

A vehicle trip consists of an experience possibly lasting for many 

hours and many miles through great variations in natural en ironment. 
y- - • 

Therefore, the measurement of environmental perception is not of one 

scene but of a dynamic series of sensory experiences. The very com

plexity of the correlation between vehicle use patterns and recreation-

ist interests in his vehicle, the landscape, and outdoor activities 

makes a simple, reliable attraction index difficult to achieve. The 

most significant achievement in the research was not the attraction in

dex itself, but the identification of use patterns in relationship to 

recreational activities pursued with the vehicle. 
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Off-Road Vehicle Recreational Use Study 
Questionnaire Number 

The purpose of this interview is to better understand the recreational 
activities of off-road vehicle users and the types of off-road vehicle use areas 
tbey prefer to visit. 

Section A 

1. How long have you been actively engaged in recreational activity with an 
off-road vehicle? (months) (or years) 

2. Have you ever belonged to an off-road vehicle club? (yes) (no) 
(IF YES) For how long? (months) (or years) 

3. I have a series of questions to ask about the four wheeled off-road 
vehicles you own and use for recreation. 

Year 
"1 "2 «3 ••=4 

Year 
Make 
n i r , li Bousht 

(IF SB) Did you build the vehicle? 
frvrrv ir vrc\ 

Which of the following do you most 
often travel over with your vehicle? 

Sand dunes or cinder hills 
Jeep trails 
Dry river beds or washes 
Cross countrv with no trails 
Or something not mentioned 

(Other comments made about the vehicle) 

4. What type of off-road vehicle would you ultimately like to have? 

5. Now I would like to discuss off-road trips you take with your vehicle. 1 am 
defining an off-road vehicle trip as any pleasure excursion with your vehicle off 
roads suitable for sedan travel. OK, now the question. How many such off-road 
trips do you average per month? If it's less than one a month, how many per year? 

(per month) (or per year) 
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6. (HAND STATE MAP AND BLUE PEN TO RESPONDENT.) 
Here is a map of Arizona. Please mark with an "X" the location of all the 
trips you have taken off-the-road with your vehicle(s). 

Circle the location "X's" you visit often. 

Have you taken off-road trips with your vehicle outside of Arizona? 
(yes) (no) (IF YES, HAND MAP OF WEST TO RESPONDENT.) 

Please mark out-of-state trip locations with an "X" on this map. 

7. (HAND GREEN PEN TO RESPONDENT.) Now mark with an "X" the location of no 
more than 5 off-road trips you want to take in the future into new areas. 

8. How important is the season of the year in your choice of an off-road 
vehicle area to visit with your vehicle? very important moderately 
important or slightly important. 

9. How involved is your family with your off-road vehicle recreational activ
ities? very involved ____uiuuui.cii.ely iuvulveu ___01 slightly involved. 

10. How often do you modify your vehicle in any way to improve its performance 
off-the-road? frequently occasionally or rarely. How much 
of this modification do you do yourself? most some or little. 

11. (HAND FIRST SHEET TO RESPONDENT.) Here is a list of recreational activ
ities many people enjoy with their vehicles. Are there any activities you 
enjoy with your vehicle(s) which are not included on the list?——(WRITE 
ACTIVITIES ON SHEET.) Please rank in order of preference, most preferable 
first, all the recreational activities you have engaged in with your vehi-
cle(s). Except for the first item on the list, rank only activities you 
pursue while on off-road trips. 
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11. (Continued) 

Recreational Activities Rank Vehicle X Trips Season ''Vehicles Passengers 
Working on vehicle to maintain or im

prove its performance or appearance X X X X 
Comparing the performance of your 

vehicle with others 

Driving the veiucn- cv.r challenging 
trails or tcrr.iir. 

Driving to see the countryside 

Picnicking in areas otherwise 
inaccessible 

Camping in areas otherwise 
inaccessible 

Pursuing outdoor interests such as: 
Huntinjj 

Fishing 

Exploring historical attractions 

Rock hounding 

Photography 

ol«.u toai-i.wj.ttg 

Observing other wildlife 

Other, please specify 

(ASK RESPONDENT THE FOLLOWING SERIES OF QUESTIONS ABO IT THE FIRST 3 RACKED 
ACTIVITIES IN THE ORDER RAKKED.) 

Now I have a series of questions I would like to ask you about these activities. 

a) (ASK ONLY IF RESPONDENT PRESENTLY HAS MORE THAN ONE OFF-ROAD VEHICLE.) 
Which vehicle do you use most often when you are ? 

b) In what percentage of your off-road trips are you ? Remember I am 
defining trip as any pleasure excursion with your vehicle off roads suitable 
for sedan travel. 

c) Is there a particular season when you most often are ? 

d) What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are ? 

e) How many passengers are usually with you when you are ? 
Are these people members of the family? 
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12. Now 1 would like to know where you go to pursue these individual 
recreational activities. 

(FOR RANK #1 OR #2 ACTIVITY) 

a) Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which one is your 
favorite area for ? 

b) Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often while 

c) Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been there or not, do 
you feel would be best for ? _____________________ 

(HAND RED PEN TO RESPONDENT.) 
Please locate these areas on the map with the number 1. 

(FOR RANK 42 OR -"3 ACTIVITY) 

a) Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which one is your 
favorite area for ? 

b) Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often while 

c) Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been there or not, do 
you feel would be best for ? ________________________ 

Please locate these areas on the map with the. number 2. 

(FOR RANK -3 OR *4 ACTIVITY) 

a) Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which one is your 
favorite area for ? 

b) Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often while 

c) Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been there or not, do 
you feel would be best for ? 

Please locate these areas on the map with the number 3. 
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Section B 

(WRITE RANK #1 ACTIVITY ON GROUP SHEETS) 
This next series of questions deals with your reasons for choosing an area to 
visit for an off-road experience. (HAND GROUP SHEETS TO RESPONDENT.) Here is 
a list of characteristics an area may have. Group #1 deals with the location 
of the area. Ask yourself how important each characteristic is in choosing an 
area to visit. Think of these characteristics in terms of a trip in which 

' is your main purpose. Add any characteristic, not listed, pertaining 
to location of the area which you feel is important in choosing an area to 
visit. Please don't try to rank one characteristic'.against another. Just 
look at each one individually. 

1. 

Location Characteristics 
Extremely 
Important 

Very 
Important 

Fairly 
Important 

Little 
Important 

Not 
Important 

Familiarity with area 

»• hrmrol Hmo frx area 

Good condition of roads to area 

Sense of remoteness of area 

Attractive vegetation at area 

Time of year 

Temperature at area 

Someplace new to visit 

Other, please specify 

1 

2 

3 
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2. Group "2 is concerned with the recreational opportunity an area provides 
while . Proceed in the same manner as before. Be sure to add any 
characteristic pertaining to recreational opportunity at the area which 
you feel is important in choosing an area to visit. 

Recreational Opportunity 
Charac ter i s t ic s 

Extremely 
Important 

Very 
Important 

Fairly 
Important 

Little 
Important 

Not 
Important 

High scenic appeal or value 

Test of driving ability, i.e., 
ruRRed trails or terrain 

Opportunity to test your vehicle 
performance acainsl another 

Availability of historic 
attractions to explore 

Picnicking 

Camping 

Hunting 

Fishing 

Rock hounding 

PhntncfranHv 

Bird watching 

Observe other wildlife 

Other, please specify 

4 

5 

6 

3. Group --3 is concerned with the system of navigable trails you might use at an 
area while . Proceed in the same manner as before. 

Trail Characteristics 
Extremely 
Important 

Very 
Important 

Fairly 
Important 

Little 
Important 

Not 
Important 

Large number of trails available 

Trails make loop 

Destination of trails to 
Point of interest 

Good opportunity to travel cross 
country without trails 

-

Trails rugged and a challenge 
to the vehicle 

Other, please specify 

7 

8 

9 



4.  Group #4 is concerned with the unnatural condition an area may be in due to 
recreational use. Again, keep in mind that you are answering with respect to 
the activity . 

Use Condition Characteristics Extremely 
Important 

Very 
Important 

Fairly 
Important 

Little 
Important 

Not 
Important 

Few vehicles in the area 

No Litter problem 

Lack of noise from other users 

No trail damage at the area 

No vegetation damage due to 
vehicles 

Few tire tracks off the trail 

Other, please specify 
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Section C 

Now I would like to ask about your perception of the area characteristics you feel 
are important in choosing an area to visit. 

(ASK ONLY QUESTIONS RESPONDENT CHECKED AS EXTRE^LY, VERY, OR FAIRLY IMPORTANT IN 
SECTION B.) 

How much time do you feel is a short travel time, one way, to an area for 
a one-day off-road trip? (hours). Weekend off-road trip? _____ (hours). 
What do you consider to be the maximum tolerable travel time, one way, to 
an area for a one-day off-road trip? _____(hours). Weekend off-road trip? 

(hours). 

Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area that gives you 
a sense of remoteness? 
Why does this area give you a feeling of remoteness?. 

(HAND BROWN PEN TO RESPONDENT.) Please locate this area on the map with 
the number 2. 

3. Name vegetation types you don't like to see on an off-road trip. 

4. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area you feel has 
high scenic value? ~ 

average scenic value? 

low scenic value? 

Why does _____ have a low scenic value? 

Please locate these areas with the number 4. 

5. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area you feel presents 
the driver with challenging trails or terrain to negotiate? 
How about an area easy to navigate? 
Please locate these areas with the number 5. 

6. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area you feel presents 
a good opportunity to test your vehicle's performance against others? 

Please locate this area with the number 6. 

7. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area that has several 
off-road vehicle trails available? 
Please locate this area with the number 7. 
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8 .  Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area that is suited 
for overland travel without trails? 
Please locate this area with the number 8. 

9. Why are rugged trails challenging to the vehicle important to you in 
choosing an area to visit? 

10. Describe what the conditions have to be for an off-road vehicle area to 
be so crowded that you cannot enjoy it. 

Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area you feel is 
usually overly crowded with vehicles? 
Please locate this area with the number 10. 

11. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use area you find 
distasteful because of litter? 

Please locate this area with the number 11. 

12. Why is no trail damage important to you in choosing an off-road vehicle 
area to visit? 

13. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle area you feel is over 
used from an ecological standpoint? 
Please locate this area with the number 13. 

This completes the interview. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation and time. 
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PREFERENCE 
RANK RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES WITH THE VEHICLE 

Working on the vehicle to maintain or improve its performance or 
appearance 

Comparing the performance of your vehicle with others 
(not necessarily as an organized activity) 

Driving the vehicle over challenging trails or terrain 

Driving to see the countryside 

Picnicking in areas otherwise inaccessible 

Camping in areas otherwise inaccessible 

Pursuing outdoor interests such as: 
Him f* no 

Fishing 

Exploring historical attractions like ghost towns, old mines or 

Indian ruins 

Rock hounding 

Photography 

Bird watching 

Observing other wildlife 

Other, please specify 
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VEHICLE USE PATTERNS 
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Table B-l. Vehicle modification. 

Question A-10. How often do you modify your vehicle in any way to 
improve its performance off-the-road? 

Vehicle type 
Modification Manufactured Reconstructed 

% (100) % (60) 

Frequently 14 40.0 

Occasionally 17 26.7 

Rarely 69 33.3 

How much of this modification do you do yourself? 

Vehicle type 
Modification Manufactured Reconstructed 

% (100) 7. (60) 

Most 27 71.7 

Some 11 1.7 

Little 62 26.7 
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Table B-2. Future off-road trips into new areas. 

Question A-7. Mark with an "x" the location of no more than 5 off-road 
trips you want to take into new areas in the future. 

P. Mean number 
Stratification n 

of areas 

Grand mean 160 2,71 

Vehicle type 

Manufactured vehicles 100 2.75 
Reconstructed vehicles 60 2.63 

Type of vehicle owner 

Vehicle 37 2.41 
Activity 82 2.65 
Land 41 2.98 

Terrain most often traveled over 

Sand dunes or cinder hills 6 1.50 
Jeep trails 108 3,03 
Dry river beds or washes 23 1.87 
Cross country with no trails 6 2.00 

Years in off-road vehicle activity 

Less than 3 years 51 2.61 
3 to less than 9 years 59 2.51 
9 or more years 50 2.88 

Family involvement 

Very 72 2,85 
Moderately 38 2.50 
Slightly 50 2.86 



Table B-3. Hunting. 

Question A-ll, a. What percentage of your off-road trips are you hunting? 
b. Is there a particular season when pou are most often hunting? 
c. What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are hunting? 
d. How many passengers are usually with you when you are hunting? 

Are these people members of the fanily? 

Question 
Grand 
total 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 88 95 18 6 b9 9 5 4 19 

a. % of off-road trips 50.8 69.8 27.4 20.8 54.5 63.3 15.3 12.5 37.5 

b. Season most often None 4 2 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
hunting (.Number 
of respondents) 

Spring 10 2 5 1 8 0 2 0 2 

Summer 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Fall 78 42 12 5 59 9 6 4 19 

Winter 22 13 5 1 19 2 1 0 3 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

1.51 1.50 1.31 1.75 1.47 2.05 1.17 1.37 1.63 

d. Average number of 
passengers 2.08 2.07 2.00 2.50 2.09 2.44 2.33 1.25 2.05 

7<> ot respondents including 
family among passengers 

60.2 51.1 61.1 50.0 53.6 100.0 100.0 25.0 84.2 



Table B-4. Driving to see the countryside. 

Question A-ll, a. 
b. 

d. 

In what percentage of your off-road trips are you driving to see the countryside? 
Is there a particular season when you most often are driving to see the country
side? 
What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are driving to see 
the countryside? 
How many passengers are usually with you when you are driving to see the country
side? Are those people members of the family? 

Grand 
Manufactured vehicle owner 

Preference rank 
Reconstructed vehicle owner 

Preference rank 
questions 

total 1 2 3 Subtotal 1 2 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 79 14 16 13 43 15 10 11 36 

a. 7» of off-road trips 59.7 79.3 40.9 40.0 53.1 72.2 68.5 59.1 67.6 

b. Season most often None 33 8 6 5 19 5 4 5 14 
driving to see _ 

. countryside Prmg 
(Number of respondents) Summer 

21 

15 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

5 

8 

9 

7 

2 

3 

1 

3 

3 

13 

6 

Fall 18 3 3 4 10 3 3 2 8 

Winter 11 0 3 1 4 3 2 2 7 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

1.46 1.39 1.16 1.23 1.26 1.20 1.05 3.00 1.71 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

1.89 2.00 2.06 2.15 2.07 1.60 1.80 1.64 1.67 

7» of respondents including 
family among passengers 

69.6 57.1 31.2 92.3 76.7 66.7 50.0 63.6 61.1 



Table B-5. Driving challenging terrain. 

Question A-ll. a. 
b. 
c. 

d. 

What percentage of your off-road t::ips are you driving for challenging terrain? 
Is there a particular season when you are most often driving challenging terrain? 
What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when driving challenging 
terrain? 
How many passengers are usually wi:h you when you are driving challenging ter
rain? Are these people members of the family? 

Questions 
Grand 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

total 
1 2 3 Subtotal 1 2 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 52 7 3 8 18 18 9 7 34 

a. 7» of off-road trips 61.2 69.6 38.3 42.5 52.3 91.1 52.6 18.0 65.8 

b. Season most often None 29 5 1 5 11 10 4 4 18 
driving challenging 
terrain (Number of 

Spring 13 0 2 1 3 3 4 3 10 

respondents) Summer 9 2 0 2 4 4 1 0 5 

Fall 8 0 2 1 3 2 1 2 5 

Winter 4 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 3 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

2.70 5.14 1.33 1.69 f2 2.39 3.89 1.29 2.56 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

1.61 2.14 1.33 2.50 2.16 1.56 1.00 1.14 1.32 

7«. of respondents including 
family among passengers 

57.7 100.0 66.7 62.5 77.8 55.6 33.3 42.8 47.1 



Table B-6. Camping. 

Question A-ll, 

Questions 

a. In what percentage of your off-roai trips are you camping? ' 
b. Is there a particular season when you most often are camping? 
c. What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are camping? 
d. How many passengers are usually with you when you are camping? 

Are these people members of the family? 

Grand 
total 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 42 5 14 11 30 5 3 4 12 

a. 7« of off-road trips 42.8 82.0 32.9 49.5 47.2 49.0 28.3 12.5 31.7 

b. Season most often None 15 3 3 5 11 1 1 2 4 
camping (Number of 
respondents) 

Spring 

Summer 

8 

13 

1 

. 1 

3 

5 

1 

3 

5 

• 9 

2 

3 

1 

0 

0 

1 

3 

4 

Fall 14 0 5 5 10 2 2 0 4 

Winter 4 1 2 0 3 0 0 1 1 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

1.45 1.00 1.36 1.23 1.25 2.80 1.83 1.00 1.96 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

2.43 2.60 2.93 2.00 2.53 2.40 2.67 1.50 2.16 

7» of respondents including 
family among passengers 

78.6 100.0 88.6 81.8 83.3 80.0 66.7 50.0 66.7 

•o 
NJ 



Table B-7. Fishing. 

Question A-ll. 

Questions 

a. In what percentage of your off-road trips are you fishing? 
b. Is there a particular season when you most often are fishing? 
c. What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are fishing? 
d. How many passengers are usually with you when you are fishing? 

Are these people members of the fanily? 

Grand 
total 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 36 8 13 6 27 0 5 4 9 

a. 7» of off-road trips 28.6 58.1 21.2 9.2 29.4 0 35.0 15.0 26.1 

b. Season most often None 9 2 1 2 5 0 3 1 4 
fishing (Number of 
respondents) 

Spring 

Summer 

12 

16 

3 

2 

6 

9 

1 

2 

10 

13 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

Fall 5 3 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 

Winter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

1.25 1.00 1.38 1.00 1.18 0 1.60 1.25 1.44 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

2.08 1.50 1.92 2.50 1.93 0 2.40 2.75 2.56 

7o of respondents including 
family among passengers 

88.9 100.0 76.9 85.3 85.2 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 



Table B-8. Exploring. 

Question A-ll, 

Questions 

a. In what percentage of your off-road trips are you exploring? 
b. Is there a particular season when you most often are exploring? 
c. What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are exploring? 
d. How many passengers are usually with you when you are exploring? 

Are these people members of the fanily? 

Grand 
total 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 33 11 4 10 25 1 2 5 8 

a. 7o of off-road trips 64.5 51.2 19.5 44.4 50.0 25.0 9.4 18.4 

b. Season most often None 18 5 2 6 13 0 1 4 5 
exploring 

Spring 8 3 1 2 6 1 1 0 2 

Summer 5 1 2 1 4 1 0 0 1 

Fall 8 4 1 1 6 1 1 0 2 

Winter 3 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

1.32 1.09 2.00 1.20 1.28 1.00 1.00 1.70 1.44 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

2.27 2.91 2.25 1.80 2.44 4.00 0.50 1.80 1.75 

7» of respondents including 
family among passengers 

72.7 72.7 75.0 90.0 80.0 100.0 50.0 40.0 50.0 



Table B-9. Picnicking 

Question A-ll, a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

In what percentage of your off-road trips are you picnicking? 
Is there a particular season when you most often are picnicking? 
What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are picnicking? 
How many passengers are usually with you when you are picnicking? 
Are these people members of the fauily? 

Questions 
Grand 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

total 
1 2 3 Subtotal 1 2 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 31 2 6 11 19 2 4 6 12 

a. % of off-road trips 34.2 77.5 29.5 22.2 30.2 45.0 45.0 35.8 40.4 

b. Season most often None 7 0 1 4 5 0 0 2 2 
picnicking (Number „ 
of respondents) Pring 

18 2 2 7 11 2 3 2 7 

Summer 10 0 3 1 4 1 2 3 6 

Fall 11 ' 1 3 4 8 2 1 0 3 

Winter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

2.15 1.50 1.08 1.32 1.26 4.75 2.50 3.75 3.50 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

2.58 3.50 3.33 2.27 2.74 4.00 1.75 2.17 2.33 

% of respondents including 
family among passengers 

90.3 100.0 83.3 :.oo.o 94.7 100.0 75.0 83.3 83.3 



Table B-10. Comparing vehicle performance. 

Question A-ll, a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

In what percentage of your off-road are you comparing vehicle performance? 
Is there a particular season when you most often are comparing vehicle perform
ance? 
What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are comparing 
vehicle performance? 
How many passengers are usually with you when you are comparing vehicle per
formance? Are these people members of the family? 

Questions 
Grand 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

total 
1 2 3 Subtotal 1 2 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 20 1 2 0 3. 8 6 3 17 

a. , % of off-road trips 51.7 50.0 60.0 0 56.7 61.2 58.3 8.3 50.9 

b. Season most often None 14 1 1 0 2 4 5 3 12 
comparing vehicle 
performance (Num

Spring 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

ber of respondents) Summer 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 

Fall 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

Winter 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

7.40 50.0 9.25 0 22.8 5.69 4.33 2.67 4.68 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

1.30 0 1.50 0 1.00 o
 
o
 

1.17 2.67 1.35 

f 
% of respondents including 
family among passengers 

40.0 0 50.0 0 33.3 25.0 50.0 66.7 41.2 



Table B-ll. Observing wildlife. 

Question A-ll. 

Questions 

a. In what percentage of your off-roac. trips are you observing wildlife? 
b. Is there a particular season when you most often are observing wildlife? 
c. What is the usual number of vehiclc.s in your party when you are observing wild

life? 
d. How many passengers are usually with you when you are observing wildlife? 

Are these people members of the family? 

Grand 
total 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 

a. 7o of off-road trips 

b. Season most often 
observing wildlife 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

18 0 3 10 13 0 4 1 5 

72.0 0 85.0 75.2 77.5 0 69.7 10.0 57.8 

None 10 0 1 6 7 0 3 0 3 

Spring 3 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 1 

Summer 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Fall 6 0 1 4 5 0 0 1 1 

Winter 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 

1.86 0 1.00 2.40 2.01 0 1.37 1.00 1.30 

1.55 0 2.00 1.50 1.61 0 1.25 2.00 1.40 

uding 
55.6 0 33.3 70.0 61.5 0 25.0 100.0 40.0 



Table B-12. Photography 

Question A-ll. 

\ 
Questions 

a. In what percentage of your off-road trips are you photographing? 
b. Is there a particular season when you most often are photographing? 
c. What is the usual number of vehicles in your party when you are photographing? 
d. How many passengers are usually wi;h you when you are photographing? 

Are these people members of the fanily? 

Grand 
total 

Manufactured vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Reconstructed vehicle owner 
Preference rank 

12 3 Subtotal 

Number of respondents 18 0 5 8 13 0 2 3 5 

a. 7» of off-road trips 57.2 0 52.0 55.0 53.8 0 62.5 68.3 66.0 

b. Season most often None 15 0 4 7 11 0 1 3 4 
photographing 

Spring 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Summer 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Fall 1 ' 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Winter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c. Average number of 
vehicles in party 

1.78 0 3.80 1.00 2.08 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

d. Average number of 
passengers 

1.17 0 1.00 1.62 1.38 0 0.50 0.67 0.60 

7o of respondents including 
family among passengers 

38.9 0 80.0 

i 

37.5 53.8 0 0 0 0 



APPENDIX C 

AREAS VISITED TO PURSUE ACTIVITIES 

Areas mentioned in the Appendix C tables are located in the 

maps of Figures 5 and 6. Areas close to Tucson are located in Figure 

5 with the numbers 1 through 17. All other areas mentioned in the 

tables are located using the map grid system shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Areas 1 through 17 mentioned in Appendix C and D tables. 

Map donated by Chevron Oil Company, Tucson, Arizona, 1972. Ul 
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Figure 6. Grid system for locating areas, other than 1 through 17 
mentioned in Appendix C and D tables. 

Map donated by Chevron Oil Company, Tucson, Arizona, 
1972. 
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Table C-l. Hunting areas. 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for hunting? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while hunting? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for hunting? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 
# of respondents # of respondents # of respondents 
Area # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

16 12 4 16 10 4 F,G-7,8 10 1 

13 6 2 13 6 2 16 6 2 

15 6 1 H-6 6 2 13 5 2 

H-6 5 2 15 6 1 H-6 3 3 

5 7 0 3 4 1 B-3,4 5 1 

F,G-7,8 6 0 5 4 0 F-6 5 0 

3 3 1 F,G-7,8 3 0 5 4 0 

2 0 3 2 0 2 15 3 0 

B-3,4 3 0 B-3,4 1 0 2 1 2 

F-6 1 0 F-6 1 0 3 1 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-2, Areas for driving to see countryside. 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for driving to see the 
countryside? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while driving to see the countryside? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for driving 
to see the countryside? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 
# of respondents # of respondents # of respondents 
Area # *M *R Area # M ' R Area # M R 

8 7 6 8 9 7 F,G-7,8 7 2 

13 6 3 b 4 5 Mexi co 
« / 
J H 

6 4 4 7 0 9 8 6 0 

F,G-7,8 5 2 Mexico 3 2 16 3 1 

7 0 6 13 2 2 5 1 3 

Mexico 5 1 2 0 4 13 3 0 

2 0 4 D-5 3 1 D-5 2 1 

D-5 3 1 16 3 0 15 1 1 

16 2 1 15 2 1 7 0 2 

J-8 2 0 F,G-7,8 2 1 2 0 2 

5 1 1 J-8 1 0 J-8 1 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-3. Areas for driving over challenging terrain. 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for driving over challeng
ing terrain? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while driving over challenging terrain? 

c. Which off-road vehicle-area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for driving 
over challenging terrain? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 

\rea # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

7 0 15 7 0 21 H-l 3 12 

8 2 6 8 7 1 7 0 5 

H-l 2 5 H-l 1 3 6 1 3 

4 
3 2 11 3 1 M 2 2 

6 1 3 4 2 .1 15 1 1 

2 0 2 2 0 3 11 0 1 

15 0 1 6 0 2 r""5 1 0 

5 1 0 5 1 0 

M 1 0 M 1 0 

*M -
*R -

owners of manufactured 
owners of reconstructed 

vehicles 
vehicles 
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Table C-4. Camping areas. 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for camping? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while camping? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for camping? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 

Area # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

F,G-7,8 8 1 F,G-7,8 8 1 F,G-7,8 12 1 

M 5 3 16 4 0 16 2 1 

16 6 1 8 2 2 b i 2 

6 3 3 M 3 1 J-8 2 0 

8 2 3 6 2 1 8 0 1 

13 1 0 13 3 0 11 0 1 

11 1 0 11 0 1 M 1 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 

*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-5. Fishing areas. 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for fishing? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while fishing? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for fishing? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 
# of respondents # of respondents # of respondents 
Area # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

F, G-7, 8 13 2 F»G-7, 8 12 2 F, G-7, 8 13 2 

M 3 2 M 4 2 M 3 3 

H-6 3 0 H-6 4 0 H-6 3 1 

G-6 2 1 G-6 2 2 G-6 1 0 

F-5 3 0 H-5 1 0 H-5 1 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-6. Areas for exploring historical attractions 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road areas you have visited, which one is 
your favorite area for exploring historical attrac
tions? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while exploring? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether or not you have 
been there, do you feel would be best for exploring 
historical attractions? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 
# of respondents # of respondents # of respondents 
Area # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

13 4 1 13 4 1 13 0 2 

16 4 0 12 4 0 15 2 0 

15 2 0 16 3 0 2 0 2 

12 2 0 J-8 1 1 12 1 1 

2 0 2 F-4 2 0 J-8 1 0 

J-8 1 1 15 1 0 E-4 0 1 

E-4 2 0 16 1 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-7. Picnicking areas. 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for picnicking? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while picnicking? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for picnick
ing? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 
# of respondents 
^rea # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

8 2 4 8 7 2 8 2 2 

13 2 2 13 6 1 16 3 1 

16 2 0 7 0 3 13 2 0 

11 1 1 11 1 1 2 2 0 

2 1 1 2 2 0 F-8 2 0 

7 0 2 16 1 0 D-5 1 1 

F-8 0 1 F-8 0 1 11 0 1 

14 0 1 14 0 1 7 0 1 

M 0 1 M 0 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-8. Areas for comparing vehicle performance. 

Question A-12a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for comparing vehicle per
formance? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while comparing vehicle performance? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for comparing 
vehicle performance? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 
# of respondents # of respondents # of respondents 
Area # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

H-l 2 7 7 1 10 H-l 2 

7 1 6 H-l 2 3 7 1 

4 0 1 4 0 2 4 0 

11 0 1 11 0 . 2 11 0 

6 0 1 6 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-9. Areas for observing wildlife. 

Question A-42a. Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for observing wildlife? 

b. Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while observing wildlife? 

c. Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for observing 
wildlife? 

a. Favorite area b. Most frequented area c. Best area 

Area # *M *R Area # M R Area # M R 

F,G-7,8 2 3 16 0 F.G-7,8 2 1 

J-8 3 1 J-8 2 1 J-8 1 0 

i r 
JLVJ 

O c. r\ 
V/ 

i«; 
i. i i ifi 1 0 

13 2 0 F,6-7,8 0 1 13 1 0 

—1— —QL_-_ 13 1 0 D-5 1 0 

D-5 1 0 D-5 1 0 

10 1 0 10 1 0 

12 1 0 12 1 0 

7 0 1 7 0 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table C-10. Photography areas. 

Question A-12a. 

b. 

Of the off-road vehicle areas you have visited, which 
one is your favorite area for photography? 
Which off-road vehicle area do you visit most often 
while photographing? 
Which off-road vehicle area, whether you have been 
there or not, do you feel would be best for 
photography? 

a. Favorite area 
# of respondents 
Area # *M *R 

Most frequented area 
# of respondents 
Area # M R 

c. Best area 
# of respondents 
Area # M R 

M 5 2 6 2 3 

6 1 3 M 3 1 

13 4 0 13 2 0 

J-8 2 0 J-8 1 0 

7 0 1 7 0 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-l. Mean importance weights of site characteristics. 
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Site characteristic by group 
Mean 

per site 
characteristic 

Weight 
per 
group 

Location, physical, circumstance group 2.05 

Familiarity with area 2.163 

Short travel time to area 1.849 

Good condition of roads to area 1.441 

Sense of remoteness at area 2.329 

Attractive vegetation at area 2.159 

Time of year 2.046 

Temperature at area 1.950 

Someplace new to visit 2.117 

High scenic appeal or value 2.365 

System of trails group 1.55 

Large number of trails available 1.923 

Trails make loop 1.259 

Destination of trail to point of interest 2.061 

Good opportunity to travel cross country 1.246 

Trails rugged and challenging to vehicle 1.270 

Use condition group 2.45 

Few vehicles in area 2.510 

No litter problem 2.923 

Lack of noise from other users 2.268 

No trail damage at the area 2.,431 

No vegetation damage due to vehicles 2.662 

Few tire tracks off the trail 2.010 
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Table D-2. Means and sum of profile weights across characteristics. 

Profiles grouped by 
vehicle-activity-land stratification 

Mean of 
VAI profile 
weights 

Sum of 
VAI profile 
weights 

Vehicle oriented activities 

Drive challenging trails 
or terrain 

Compare vehicle performance 

2.08 

1.87 

41.65 

37.35 

Activity oriented activities 

Hunt 

Fish 

Explore historical attractions 

Photography 

Wildlife observation 

2.05 

1.91 

1.77 

2 .02  

1.39 

40.97 

38.18 

35.48 

40.49 

27.90 

Land oriented activity 

Drive to see countryside 

Picnic 

Camp 

2.24 

2.30 

2.24 

44.83 

45.93 

44.80 



Table D-3. Three VAI Profiles with most contributory respondents stratified by vehicle type. 
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52 WC < ̂  H H WW X O .3 -J H H *C u -J £ 55  ̂

Terrain All 1. .88 2. .26 1. .35 2, ,33 1. .58 1. .60 1. .85 2. .62 2, .31 2. .34 1. .33 1. >4 2. .06 2.87 2, .21 2. ,31 1. .54 2 t  .44 2 .53 1. ,75 

*M 18' 1, ,28 1. ,94 0. ,69 2. .83 1. ,89 1. ,67 2, ,16 3. ,16 3. ,00 2. ,50 1. ,39 2. !3 1. .61 3.11 2. .72 2, ,66 1. ,67 1. ,94 2. .39 2. ,11 

*R 43 2. .20 2. ,44 1. ,58 2. ,06 1. ,41 1. ,56 1. ,68 2. .32 1. ,94 2. ,26 1. ,29 1. 73 2, ,29 2.73 1, . 4 2. ,88 1. ,53 2. ,41 2. 56 1. , 56 

Drive All 1. .63 1. ,96 1, ,42 2. 52 2. 65 2. ,15 1. ,89 2, .78 3. ,04 2. ,32 1. ,48 2. !7 1. .27 1.05 2. ,47 3. 28 2. ,53 2. ,63 3. 04 2. 35 

M 43 1. .62 1. .86 1. ,42 2, .47 2. ,56 2. .07 1, .90 2. .88 3. ,26 2. .16 1. .32 2. J3 0. .98 0.81 2. ,32 3, ,21 2. ,56 2. .63 3. ,05 ,47 

R 36 1. .64 2, .02 1, .42 2. .58 2, .75 2. .25 1, .86 •> .66 3. .06 2. .50 1. .67 2. V2 1, .61 1.33 2, ,64 3, .36 2. .50 2, .58 3. .03 2, .22 

Hunt All 2 .94 1, .89 1, .52 2, .35 2. .31 3, .10 1, .91 1, .22 1. .66 1, .78 0, .93 1. , SO 1, .36 0.73 2, .65 2. .72 2 t  .90 2 .33 2, .63 .15 

M 69 2 .96 1 .81 1 .45 2.40 2, .29 3, .06 1 .77 1 .14 1, .64 1, .75 0, .85 1. .37 1, .24 0.65 1 .72 2. .70 2, .81 2, .36 2 .65 2, .14 

R 19 2 .89 2 .16 1 .79 2, .16 2, .26 3, .21 2.42 1 .47 1, .74 1, .89 1, .21 2. .05 1, .47 1.00 2, .84 2. .79 3, .47 2 .21 2, .79 2, .16 

*M - manufactured vehicle owner 
*R -  reconstructed vehicle owner 

Y ? .  u » -  1.5363 A terrain M vs, R 

XLve.v., *. -°-37,° 

IL k « . »  -  0 - 4 8 5 2  

Tabular^^g - 30.1 x » 0.05 

o> 
Ui 
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Table D-4. Travel time. 

Question C-l. How much time do you feel is a short travel time, one 
way, to an area for a one-day off-road trip? Weekend 
off-road trip? What do you consider to be the maximum 
tolerable travel time, one way, to an area for a one-
day off-road trip? Weekend off-road trip? 

Mean maximum 
tolerable 
travel time 
Day Weekend 

Grand mean 126 1.31 3.22 2.79 5.87 

Vehicle type 
Manufactured 75 1.44 3.14 2.98 5.64 
Reconstructed 51 1.13 3.35 2.59 6.23 

Type of vehicle owner 
Vehicle 29 1.20 3.21 2.61 6.26 
Activity 63 1.37 3.22 2.88 5.61 
Land 34 1.31 3.24 2. 79 b. VZ 

Time in activity 
Less than 3 years 43 0.71 2.85 2.66 6.05 
3 to less than 9 years 45 1.77 3.53 2.80 5.89 
9 or more years 38 1.50 3.26 2.93 5.66 

No. off-road trips per month 
Less than 1 per month 39 1.43 3.38 2.88 6.20 
One per month 40 1.28 3.18 2.70 5.26 
More than 1 per month 50 1.25 3.06 2.76 5.92 

Terrain most often traveled 
Sand dunes 5 2.00 4.00 3.00 7.40 
Jeep trails 83 1.39 3.22 3.07 5.88 
Dry river beds 19 0.86 2.72 1.97 5.14 
Cross country 5 1.00 2.80 2.80 6.70 

Family involvement 
Very 55 1.54 3.57 2.90 5.95 
Moderately 34 1.18 3.01 2.87 5.73 
Slightly 36 1.09 2.91 2.55 5.88 

Variable 

Mean 
Average short 

n travel time 
Day Weekend 
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Table D-5. Remote areas. 

Question C-2a. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle 
use area that gives you a sense of remoteness? 

Vehicle Land Activity 
Area # oriented oriented oriented 

*M *R MR MR 

8 0 1 3 4 6 1 

16 1 1 3 0 6 2 

F,G-7,8 0 1 0 1 11 0 

6 3 0 0 4 2 2 

13 0 2 4 0 3 0 

5 0 0 0 2 7 0 

Mexico 1 2 4 1 1 0 

J-8 1 1 0 0 3 1 

H-6 0 1 0 1 2 1 

15 0 0 1 1 2 0 

9 1 1 1 0 1 0 

10 0 0 0 0 3 0 

1-2 1 0 1 0 1 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-6. Remoteness characteristics. 

Question C-2b. Why does this area give you a feeling of remoteness? 

, . , Number Manufactured Reconstructed 
Answers to open-end question - , . , , . , 

of vehicle vehicle 
respondents owners owners 

Isolated, absence of humans 
and their culture 

Rugged, rough trail 

Open country, big 

High altitude, mountains 

Surrounded by sand 

Isolated, hard to get to 

Timber country 

More like home country 

Off—rnarf arpa 

In Indian reservation 

Far from home 

I like it and I know it 

Hunt Big Horn sheep 

Easily accessible and attractive 

Not many accessible roads 

Feeling of independence 

Green 

I flipped vehicle here 

Don't see much desert 

Geological structure, like basin 

114 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

74 

2 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

40 

2 

0 

1 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Total 140 89 51 
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Table D-7. Vegetation. 

Question C-3. Name vegetation types you don't like to see on an off-
road trip. 

Number Manufactured Reconstructed 
Answers to open-end question of vehicle vehicle 

respondents owners owners 

None 84 62 22 

Choila cactus 14 6 8 

Cactus, in general 12 2 10 

Jumping cactus, cholla 8 7 1 

Barrel cactus 3 2 1 

Poison ivy, oak 3 3 0 

Shin daggers 2 2 0 

Catclaw 2 2 0 

Greasewood-creosote 2 2 0 

Salt bush, creosote bush 2 2 0 

Dead mesquite 2 1 1 

Teddy bear cholla 2 1 1 

Desert growth 2 1 1 

Tumble weed 2 0 2 

Prickly pear 1 1 0 

Loco weed, fox tail grass 1 1 0 

No vegetation 1 1 0 

Plants with burs 1 1 0 

Heavy brush 1 0 1 

Fallen Saguaro 1 0 1 

Deep grass 1 0 1 

Sand burs 1 0 1 

Yuma sand dunes 1 0 1 

Large trees 1 0 1 

Totals 150 97 53 
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Table D-8. High scenic value areas. 

Question C-4a. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area you feel has high scenic value? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 
^rea ^ Vehicle Activity Land 

oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

F,G-7,8 2 3 12 1 4 2 

6 0 6 3 1 1 4 

16 1 0 6 1 3 2 

13 n o 7 2 n 

15 1 0 2 0 2 2 

J-8 0 1 4 1 0 0 

D, E-5 0 1 1 1 2 1 

8 0 0 1 0 3 1 

5 1 0 2 2 0 0 

H-6 0 2 0 0 1 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-9. Average scenic value areas. 

Question C-4a. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area you feel has average scenic value? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 
^rea ^ Vehicle Activity Land 

oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

6 2 3 3 2 5 4 

13 1 0 4 1 5 2 

7 0 7 0 1 0 2 

F r:_7 R 
• 9 - ' 9 " 

n w r\ /. 
«"T 

n 
V 

A 
£ 

o 
L 

16 0 0 8 0 0 0 

8 2 I 1 0 1 2 

15 0 2 3 1 1 0 

2 0 1 2 1 2 1 

11 1 1 1 1 1 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-10. Low scenic value areas. 

Question C-4a. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area you feel has low scenic value? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

7 0 7 2 4 1 5 

H, 1-1 1 4 1 0 0 4 

15 2 0 4 0 0 4 

10 1 0 4 1 1 0 

6 0 1 4 0 0 2 

13 1 2 0 0 1 2 

1 0 0 3 2 0 0 

2 0 1 0 1 1 1 

4 0 0 3 1 0 0 

9 0 0 2 0 2 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-ll. Why low scenic value? 

Question C-4b. Why does have a low scenic value? 

Number Manufactured Reconstructed 
Answers to open-end questions of vehicle vehicle 

respondents owners owners 

Scrub brush, low desert growth 16 11 5 

Desolate, barren, nothing there 15 7 8 

Lack of vegetation 13 8 5 

Flat, no variation in terrain 7 5 2 

People, houses 7 2 5 

Trash, litter, junk, garbage 6 3 3 

Monotonous 3 3 0 

Another gravel pit 3 0 3 

Cactus 3 1 2 

Same vegetation 2 ~ 0 2 

I don't know 2 1 1 

Not much contrast 2 1 1 

Rolling plains, sand dunes 2 1 1 

Area to check out car, not sightsee 2 1 1 

Mesquite 1 1 0 

Brush, thick and dead 1 1 0 

Arid 1 1 0 

Too many trees to see anything 1 1 0 

Rugged, cactus and rocks 1 1 0 

Greasewood and creosote 1 1 0 

Too many copper mines 1 1 0 

Overgrazed, everything trampled down 1 0 1 

Nothing to see but river bed 1 0 1 

Desolate, barren 1 0 1 

Desert and mountains 1 0 1 

We live here, area the same 1 0 1 

Down in a hole 1 0 1 

Choila 1 0 1 

Familiarity, can see area without ORV 1 0 1 
Totals 98 51 47 
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Table D-12. Area with several trails 

Question C-7. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area that has several off-road vehicle trails available? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

8 1 3 5 2 2 6 

15 1 3 8 0 2 1 

13 3 1 8 0 1 1 

ft i i r* n ft 
/ \J 11 yj 4. W i. 

16 2 2 3 1 0 1 

H-6 0 1 5 2 1 0 

F,G-7,8 0 0 4 1 2 1 

4 0 3 0 3 0 0 

6 0 1 3 0 0 2 

1-7,8 0 0 0 4 0 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-13. Overland travel areas. 

Question C-8. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area that is suited for overland travel without trails? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 
^rea ^ Vehicle Activity Land 

oriented oriented oriented 
* M  * R  M R  M R  

H-l 1 9 1 0 0 2 

16 0 2 2 0 1 2 

7 0 4 1 2 0 0 

6 1 2 1 0 0 1 

10 0 1 3 0 0 0 

9 0 1 2 0 1 0 

15 0 0 1 1 1 0 

14 0 0 2 0 0 1 

4 1 0 2 0 0 0 

3 0 1 1 0 1 0 

M 0 0 2 0 0 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-14. Areas to test vehicle performance. 

Question C-6. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area you feel presents a good opportunity to test your 
vehicle's performance against others? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

H-l 3 8 0 0 0 2 

7 1 9 0 1 0 0 

6 0 1 0 0 0 1 

8 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 1 

15 0 0 1 0 0 0 

10 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4 0 1 0 0 0 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-15. Areas with challenging trails or terrain. 

Question C~5a. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area you feel presents the driver with challenging 
trails or terrain to negotiate? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

8 1 2 3 2 4 1 

7 0 10 0 1 0 1 

6 1 2 2 0 1 3 

H-l 2 2 0 0 0 2 

15 0 2 2 0 0 0 

2 0 1 0 0 0 2 

H-6 0 2 1 0 0 0 

14 0 1 0 0 1 0 

13 0 0 0 0 2 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-16. Areas easy to navigate. 

Question C-5a. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area you feel is easy to navigate? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

7 . 0 9 1 1 0 2 

8 2 3 2 1 0 0 

13 1 0 1 0 2 3 

o n 
A. 

1 j. o o ? 

2 0 2 1 1 1 0 

15 2 0 0 0 2 0 

V6 0 2 0 0 0 1 

H-6 0 0 2 0 0 1 

12 1 1 1 0 0 0 

H-l 0 2 0 0 0 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 



Table D-17. Why rugged trails important. 

Question C-9. Why are rugged trails challenging to the vehicle important to you in choosing an 
area to visit? 

Categorized 
answers 

Total 
number 

respondents 

Vehicle stratification 
Manufactured Reconstructed 

owners owners 

Type of vehicle owner stratification 

Vehicle Ac tivi ty Land 

Challenging 45 15 30 28 8 9 

Remote 20 13 7 2 10 8 

Challenging & remote 5 4 1 1 3 1 

Aesthetics 2 1 1 1 0 1 

That's where see game 1 1 0 0 1 0 

I don't like 'em 1 1 0 0 0 1 

Totals 74 35 39 32 22 20 
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Table D-18. Criteria for crowded area. 

Question C-lOa. 

Categorized 
answers 

Describe what the conditions have to be for an off-
road vehicle area to be so crowded that you cannot 

6 °y lt" Total Stratification-type vehicle owners 
no. of Vehicle Activity Land 
depend. *M *R MR MR 

Least tolerant to other 23 
vehicles 
1 vehicle in same area 
to 8 vehicles per day 

Moderate tolerance to 25 
other vehicles 
2 vehicles within site/ 

to more than 6 vehi
cles in area 

0 4 14 0 2 3 

1 4 10 3 5 2 

Most tolerant to other 
vehicles 
Vehicles every tew min. 
to vehicles as far 
as you can see 

Environmental disturbance 
Dust, noise 

Depends on situation 
Type of people, activity, 
road 

Not specific answers 21 12 7 2 4 5 
Too many people, I don't 
know, not many 

* M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
* R - Owners of reconstructed vehicles 

45 6 15 20 5 6 3 

10 0 1 4 0 2 3 

3 0 0 3 0 0 0 
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Table D-19. Crowded areas. 

Question C-lOa. Describe what the conditions have to be for an off-
road vehicle area to be so crowded that you cannot 
enjoy it? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

8 0 0 6 2 1 2 

7 0 4 1 1 1 2 

15 1 1 3 2 1 0 

13 1 0 5 0 0 0 

H-l 0 5 0 0 0 1 

6 1 1 3 0 0 1 

10 0 0 3 0 0 0 

16 0 0 2 0 0 1 

F,G-7,8 0 0 3 0 1 0 

2 0 0 1 0 1 0 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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Table D-20. Littered areas. 

Question C-lla. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle use 
area you find distasteful because of litter? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

7 0 8 2 3 3 4 

13 1 1 7 0 2 1 

8 0 1 6 1 1 0 

fi n n 2 1 2 2 

15 0 0 4 0 2 1 

H-6,7 0 0 3 2 1 0 

,G-7,8 0 0 3 0 1 1 

2 0 1 2 0 0 1 

G-6 0 0 0 2 0 0 

E-5 0 0 0 0 2 0 

*M 
*R 

- owners of manufactured vehicles 
- owners of reconstructed vehicles 



Table D-21. Why no trails damage important 

Question C-12. Why is no trail damage important to you in choosing an off-road vehicle area to 
visit? 

Aesthetic 62 43 19 17 24 21 

Acessibility 34 21 13 6 22 6 

Remoteness 25 17 8 4 14 7 

Damage to vehicle 12 4* 8 4 5 3 

Land closure 7 2 5 3 3 1 

Totals . 140 87 53 34 68 38 
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Table D-22. Overused areas. 

Question C-13. Can you give me an example of an off-road vehicle area 
you feel is overused from an ecological standpoint? 

Stratification-type of vehicle owner 

Area # Vehicle Activity Land 
oriented oriented oriented 
*M *R MR MR 

7 1 9 2 1 3 6 

8 1 1 6 1 2 1 

13 1 0 4 1 2 0 

1 S 0 0 2 3 0 0 

6 1 1 0 0 2 1 

16 0 0 3 0 0 0 

H-l ' 0 0 1 0 1 1 

H-6 0 0 1 1 0 1 

11 0 0 2 0 1 0 

F,G-7,8 0 0 1 0 0 1 

*M - owners of manufactured vehicles 
*R - owners of reconstructed vehicles 
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